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NEWS

Burning Wins the Hearts of
the French Audience

From top: The article of Le Figaro, Burning

The French box office saw Burning (which was selected
to compete for the Palme d'Or at the 71st Cannes Film
Festival) take 3rd place on its opening weekend. LEE
Chang-dong’s Burning was released nationwide in
France on August 29, and ranked third in the national
box office and second in the Paris box office among the 13
films released in the last week of August. LEE's previous
works also drew the attention of French audiences. From
August 28 to September 2, the Cinémathèque Française
held a retrospective of LEE Chang-dong’s works.
Likewise, Burning , the director’s first film in eight
years, has been the center of attention. Reflecting these
sentiments, leading French newspapers Le Monde and Le
Figaro carried front-page articles with glowing reviews
of LEE’s latest film. In addition, Libération published a
three-page article on Burning . The distribution contract
with the French distributor DIAPHAN signed in the early
production stage had garnered a lot of attention. The
film’s success in the French box office is an exceptional
case for a Korean film. Along with Train to Busan (2016)
and The Handmaiden (2016), Burning is now one of
the top three most successful Korean films released in
France after 2009. There are rising expectations for the
film’s further success, set to be released all over world
including Asia and North America. On September 7, the
Korean Film Council chose Burning as Korea's entry
for the Best Foreign Language Film category at the
91st Academy Awards. The KOFIC evaluation report
stated, “The director has earned worldwide recognition
for his artistic achievements, and his latest work aptly
represents the current level of Korean cinema. The film has the
potential to strike a chord with the universal intellect of global
citizens through its aesthetic and ethical perspective that analyzes
some of the forgotten corners of Korean society.” LEE Chang-dong
joins the Oscar race once again after previous disappointments with
Oasis (2002) and Secret Sunshine (2007).
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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MONSTRUM Takes a Bite
Out of Sitges

JUNG Yu-mi Cast in
Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

MONSTRUM

Period creature feature Monstrum is set to have its international
premiere at the upcoming 51st Sitges International Fantastic Film
Festival of Catalonia. From director HUH Jong-ho and featuring
KIM Myung-min, KIM In-kwon and K-pop star LEE Hye-ri, the
monster film debuts in Korea on September 12, just ahead of the
local Chuseok holidays.
During the Joseon Era, a plague ravages the Kingdom while a
power struggle develops in the King’s court. A general and his righthand man are brought out of retirement to investigate once rumors
of a dangerous beast abound.
Director HUH debuted in 2011 with the con drama Countdown ,
starring JEON Do-yeon and JUNG Jae-young, which premiered at
the Toronto International Film Festival. He followed up with the
crime thriller The Advocate : A Missing Body (2015), starring LEE
Sun-kyun and KIM Go-eun.
KIM has led all three installments of the popular period
investigative action-comedy series Detective K and recently signed
on to appear in the upcoming Korean War epic Jangsari 9.15
alongside Hollywood star Megan Fox.
Sitges has long been a home to Korean films and typically features
a large number of them in its annual program. This year’s event
will take place from October 4 to 14. Korean award winners at the
Catalonia fest have included TRAIN TO BUSAN (2016)’s YEON
Sang-ho and The Good, The Bad, And The Weird (2008)’s KIM Jeewoon for Best Director as well as Sympathy For Lady Vengeance
(2005)’s LEE Young-ae and Thirst (2009)’s KIM Ok-vin for Best
Actress.
by Pierce Conran

JUNG Yu-mi (Train to Busan and Psychokinesis )
has been cast in the film Kim Ji-young, Born
1982 , based on CHO Nam-ju’s bestselling novel
of the same title which sold over one million
copies in 2016. The work is a reflection of Korean
society’s perspectives on women, and there
is much anticipation surrounding its screen
adaptation. JUNG Yu-mi has been cast in the role
of KIM Ji-young, a seemingly ordinary woman
in her 30s, who is in fact anything but ordinary
and forms a bond of sympathy with many among
us. JUNG Yu-mi is expected to create her own
unique character as KIM Ji-young, who, one day,
shows symptoms of being possessed by her mother
and her sister. Stepping in as director is KIM Doyoung whose previous work The Monologue , a
story of a thirty-something actress struggling to
regain her fame after being forced to give up her
dream due to marriage, won awards at the 2018
Seoul International Women’s Film Festival (Best
Film)and the Mise-en-scène Short Film Festival
(Best Film in ‘A City of Sadness’ and Audience
Award). Filming is due to begin in early 2019.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist) |
photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

JUNG Yu-mi
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KOFIC NEWS

The Korean Film Council
Leads Way in InterKorean Film Exchange
On July 5th, with OH Seok Geun (Chairperson, KOFIC) and MOON
Sung-keun (actor) as co-chairs, the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) held
a Special Commission on Inter-Korean Film Exchange with a panel of
film industry experts including LEE Joon-dong (Vice-chairman, KOFIC),
CHO Sun-hee (former director of the Korean Film Archive), LEE Joonik (film director), JUNG Woo-sung (actor), KIMJHO Gwang-soo (CEO,
Youth Films), LEE Joo-ick (CEO, Boram Entertainment) and LEE Jinsook (CEO, Harbin Films). The Special Commission gathered for the
first time on July 5 and discussed possible ways to resume cooperation
in film between the two Koreas through promotion and collaborations
on highly feasible projects. “The inter-Korean relationships have
been difficult, but I believe films can serve as a bridge between North
and South, and we vow to push ahead on this, starting with feasible
projects”, said Co-chairman MOON Sung-keun. Actor JUNG Woo-sung
also expressed his hope on the matter: “It’s been a great opportunity
to share information about North Korean films, and I look forward to
participating in the endeavors of the Special Commission.” For six years,
from 2003 to 2008, the Korean Film Council ran the ‘Korean Film
Council Special Committee for the Promotion of Inter-Korean Film
Exchange’, which was of a similar nature. It proposed and implemented
a wide range of exchange and cooperation measures between the North
and South Korean film industries including the development of interKorean film exchange projects and support programs, the establishment
of an inter-Korean cultural exchange centers, and the hosting of an
inter-Korean copyright
exchange and cooperation
symposium. The new Special
Commission is expected to
rekindle exchanges between
North and South Korean
film industries and thus play
a leading role in promoting
cultural exchange between
the two Koreas in the future.

KOFIC to Monitor
Illegal Online Distribution of
Korean Films

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC, Chairperson
OH Seok Geun) has once again stepped forward
to curtail illegal online distribution of Korean
movies. The organization will be targeting
online illegal content overseas, including Korean
language websites based overseas and foreign
streaming sites, which proliferate because of
the Korean Wave’s increasing number of fans
abroad.
“We will start the monitoring of the illegal
online distribution of Korean movies,” KOFIC
said on August 9. “Although the efforts of the
government and copyright companies have
weakened illegal distribution markets such as
websites like Webhard and P2P and Torrents
platforms in the past, the development of
the Internet brought changes in film piracy
behaviors that are seriously damaging the
domestic content markets.”
KOFIC plans to monitor local pirated movies
on Korean language websites based overseas
including streaming sites, link sites, mobile
applications and set-top boxes. This will help
the Council identify the channels and conditions
of illegal online distribution as well as
directly delete pirated Korean movie
files. This monitoring project will be
primarily focusing on a selection of
independent art movies and recent
movies. Copyright companies, studios,
distributors or overseas sales agents
can directly request for monitoring on
a specific film.

by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

Representatives of the Special Commission on Inter-Korean Film Exchange
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by SONG Soon-jin

KOFIC Holds
Vietnamese Film Days

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC, Chairperson OH Seok Geun)
introduced Vietnamese films to local moviegoers. From July
18 to 19, Lotte Cinema’s World Tower multiplex screened three
Vietnamese films during the ‘Vietnamese Film Days’ event. Cohosted by KOFIC, Vietnam Cinema Department (VCD), Lotte
Cultureworks and Lumix Media, this event screened The Tailor by
TRAN Buu Loc and Kay NGUYEN, Jailbait by LE Thanh Son and
The Girl from Yesterday by PHAN Xine Linh. The Tailor is about
a family who operates a traditional Vietnamese costume boutique
back in the 1970s, while Jailbait is a romantic comedy about a 38year-old yoga instructor. This romantic comedy was distributed by
CJ CGV Vietnam and broke the local box office records in June. The
three films were all recommended by VCD. At 6 p.m. on July 18, the
opening ceremony was attended by film industry people, including
KOFIC Chairperson OH and VCD deputy director LEE Phuong
Zheng as well as Jailbait director LE.
KOFIC changed the ‘Vietnamese Film Days in Korea’ that were held
to commemorate the 25th anniversary of Korea-Vietnam diplomatic
relations last year, into ‘Vietnamese Film Days’ this year, and plans
to continue hosting the event. From now on, twelve Vietnamese
films will screen annually at two branches of Lotte Cinema (Seoul
and Busan).
by SONG Soon-jin

Opening Ceremony of 'Vietnamese Film Days'

KoBiz
Online Screening Service
for BIFAN 2018
Kicks Off

The Goose Goes South

The KoBiz online screening service operated
by the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) features
47 movies from the Bucheon International
Fantastic Film Festival (BIFAN), available on
its official website (screening.koreanfilm.or.kr).
KoBiz Online Screening has been streaming
titles from major film festivals in Korea such
as the Busan International Film Festival
(BIFF), the Jeonju International Film Festival
(JIFF), BIFAN, and even works from the
Korean Academy of Film Arts (KAFA), in order
to promote excellent Korean films to global
markets. This year’s line-up of the BIFANKoBiz Online Screenings includes a number of
films invited to the 22nd BIFAN, available for
three months from July 13 to October 12. The
lineup is comprised of 1 film from the Bucheon
Choice section, 16 from the Korean Fantastic
section, 1 from the Family Zone section and
29 from the Fantastic Short Films section.
Among them are genre films by promising
young directors, such as KIM Hyoung-jin’s The
Uncle , BAEK Jae-ho and LEE Hee-seop’s The
Goose Goes South and JUNG Min-kyu’s Land
of Happiness .
by SONG Soon-jin
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BOX OFFICE

2018 Box Office
Summer Season
Report

Along with the Gods: The Last 49 Days

Summer Season Comes in
Below Expectations
As it is elsewhere, the summer season
is the busiest time for theaters in
Korea and while 2018 proved to be no
exception, the results were not quite
on par with previous years as films of
varying production costs experienced
mixed fortunes. Some big-budget
tentpoles floundered while other lowbudget titles surprised, continuing
a trend of smaller genre-oriented
triumphs that was evident in the early
stages of the year as well.
While by no means a disaster, local
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cinema had its weakest middle third of
the year (judging by admissions) since
2011, when the domestic industry was
just overcoming its mid-aughts slump.
In terms of market share, Korean
films clinched 48% of sales during the
period after selling 38.9 million tickets,
a slight improvement over last year
but only the second time the domestic
industry failed to exceed the 50% mark
since 2011. As the overall size of the
market is significantly larger than
it was back then, this isn’t cause for

undue concern since admissions remain
high but even a small dip begs the
question: are audiences responding to
the content on offer?
If we examine which films worked and
which didn’t, we can notice a worrying
trend whereby big-budget titles, which
have been increasingly relied upon to
carry the market, have been underperforming, and this, during a year
with more KRW 10 billion-plus (roughly
USD 9 million) budgeted projects
than ever before. Yet, it wasn’t just

the local side failing to pull its share
as Hollywood imports also slightly
declined year-on-year, as the overall
number of admissions (81.02 million)
reached its lowest level since 2013, after
dropping 5% compared to 2017.

Monthly Breakdown

Spring kicked off with the massive
success of Marvel’s Avengers: Infinity
War , which dominated the local charts
for three weeks into mid-May to reach
11.21 million viewers, taking the
number two spot on the all-time topperforming foreign films in Korea chart
away from its predecessor Avengers:
Age of Ultron. Infinity War was
replaced by another Marvel superhero
film as Deadpool 2 claimed a weekend
win on its way to a robust 3.78 million
admissions total, about 10% ahead of
the first Deadpool . The local industry
then came back strong with the charttopping debut of LEE Hae-young’s
action-thriller Believer. A remake of
Johnny TO’s Drug War , the film wound
up with a strong 5.06 million viewers,
which was enough to make it the
second most popular local offering of
the summer.
After two weeks of Believer , it was
Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom that
stole first place with an impressive
debut. Though it ran out of steam
quickly, it managed to edge past
the first Jurassic World with 5.66
million entries. In late June, the
local investigative comedy sequel The
Accidental Detective: In Action took
over for two weeks as it surpassed
the original film with a 3.15 million
spectator finish. Maintaining a
strong run of local titles during this
traditionally Hollywood-dominated
month was The Witch: Part 1. The
Subversion which legged its way to

Annual Admissions and Market Share Figures
for May-August Period (2009-2018)
Korean Market Share

US Market Share

Etc

2009

53%

2010

41%

54%

2011

45%

51%

2012

55%

40%

2013

54%

44%

2014

57%

40%

2015

51%

47%

2016

57%

2017

47%

2018

48%

3.19 million viewers after several small
drops on the charts.
July was a different story as the month
was dominated by a series of American
tentpoles. Ant-Man and the Wasp was a
significant hit in Korea (which was by
far its strongest market outside of the
US and China) and stayed in first place
for two weeks, ultimately taking in 5.45
million admissions. The Incredibles 2
scored a strong start in the middle of
the month before Mission: Impossible
– Fallout debuted to franchise-best
numbers, trouncing in the process the
opening of KIM Jee-woon’s big-budget
sci-fi action noir Illang: The Wolf
Brigade . Meanwhile, the Tom Cruiseled sequel reached 6.56 million viewers.
Though it had wasted the first week
of the high summer season (when
schools go on holiday in late July and
early August) the local industry finally

43%

39%
48%
49%

rallied with the release of the hotly
anticipated sequel Along with the Gods:
The Last 49 Days . KIM Yong-hwa’s
fantasy epic scored several records,
including largest opening day (1.25
million viewers), largest single day (1.47
million) and largest opening weekend
(3.84 million viewers) and handily
topped both the season and the year
with 12.04 million viewers as of the end
of August, though it didn't have enough
gas in its tank to match its Along with
the Gods: The Two Worlds ’ total, the
all time number two film in the market
with 14.41 million entries.
While Along with the Gods: The
Last 49 Days continued to dominate,
YOON Jong-bin’s Cannes-screened
espionage drama The Spy Gone North
also had a strong debut and remained
strong through mid-August. The film
reached 4.82 million viewers, a large
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figure for the critically acclaimed work
though only slightly past its breakeven point, which was reported to be
4.7 million viewers. In the middle of
the month, local thriller The Witness
eked out a narrow victory over The
Spy Gone North and reached 2.37
million viewers overall, though that
wasn’t quite enough to land it on the
top 10 for the period. Closing out the
month was the surprise success of the
low-budget romantic comedy On Your
Wedding Day, which topped the last
two weekends of August to reach 1.5
million viewers by the end of the month
and was on pace to threaten the three
million viewer milestone in September.

Unexpected Successes Prop up
Industry in Wake of Unforeseen
Disappointments
While Along with the Gods: The Last
49 Days came in line with expectations,

the massively expensive sci-fi action noir

Illang: The Wolf Brigade , reportedly
budgeted at around USD 17 million,
proved to be a stunning disappointment
with only 898,000 admissions recorded,
far below what it would have needed
to break even. Granted, given its high
profile global acquisition by Netflix, the
film was likely able to lower its breakeven point significantly.
But the fact remains that another bigbudget local film (those costing over
KRW 10 billion/USD 9 million to
produce) ended its run far below the
break-even point needed at the domestic
box office. It followed Psychokenisis
and Seven Years of Night as big-budget
titles that failed to go over a million
viewers. Of the seven big-budget films
released so far this year, those three
were major underperformers, The Spy
Gone North and Detective K: Secret
of the Living Dead barely reached
profitability, Believer managed a decent
return and only Along with the Gods:

The Last 49 Days generated a major
return on investment.
Just as with earlier this year, it was
the more modestly-budgeted fare that
continued to surprise at the box office
and hold up the industry as a whole.
Gonjiam: Haunted Asylum and Little
Forest were the low-budget successes
of the first four months of the years
and following them was the romantic
comedy On Your Wedding Day, which
has brought in 1.51 million viewers by
the end of August, just 10 days into its
run, at which point it was still on top of
the charts.
The other big money-makers of the
season were mid-budget films, genre
titles such as The Witch: Part 1. The
Subversion , The Accidental Detective:
In Action and The Witness , which
followed successes such as Keys to
the Heart and Be With You earlier
this year. It’s encouraging to see films
at varying price points succeed in a

Top 10, May-August 2018
all Films
Title

Along with the Gods:
1
The Last 49 Days
2 Mission: Impossible - Fallout

Korean Films
Admissions Country

12.04 mil

KOR

6.56 mil

USA

3 Avengers: Infinity War

5.95 mil

USA

4 Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom

5.66 mil

USA

5 Ant-Man and the Wasp

5.45 mil

USA

6 Believer

5.06 mil

KOR

7 The Spy Gone North

4.82 mil

KOR

8 Deadpool 2
The Witch:
9
Part 1. The Subversion

3.78 mil

USA

3.19 mil

KOR

3.15 mil

KOR

10

The Accidental Detective:
In Action
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Title

Along with the Gods:
1
The Last 49 Days
2 Believer

Avengers: Infinity War

Believer

Admissions

12.04 mil
5.06 mil

3 The Spy Gone North
The Witch:
4
Part 1. The Subversion
The Accidental Detective:
5
In Action
6 The Witness

4.82 mil

2.38 mil

7 On Your Wedding Day

1.51 mil

3.19 mil
3.15 mil

8 Champion

1.26 mil

9 Illang: The Wolf Brigade
Hello Carbot the Movie: The
10
Cretaceous Period

898,000
870,000

market that has increasingly come
to believe that audiences can only be
moved to venture out to the theater for
big-budget spectacle. If anything, 2018
has proven that this is not the case and
viewers are hungry for a broad array of
well-told stories.

Top Local Distributors

Capping off a return to form that
began in the second half of last year
with Midnight Runners and Along
with the Gods: The Two Worlds , Lotte
Entertainment handily topped the
charts with the highest performing
local and foreign films of the summer:
Along with the Gods: The Last 49 Days
and Mission: Impossible – Fallout .
Meanwhile, the busiest distributor of
the season, an honor normally reserved
for CJ Entertainment, was split
between Next Entertainment World
and – more surprisingly – Warner Bros
Korea, which normally releases just one
or two titles a year. Both companies had
three releases during the season. NEW
fared best with two strong performers
(Believer and The Witness ) and one
critically-acclaimed flop, MIN Kyudong’s comfort woman tale Herstory.
WB Korea started out on the right
foot with the decent performance of
Champion , an arm-wrestling sports
drama with Don LEE (aka MA Dongseok), and then exceeded expectations
with PARK Hoon-jung’s action-mystery
The Witch: Part 1. The Subversion but
then stumbled with Illang: The Wolf
Brigade .
CJ had a quiet but reasonably good
season, with sequel The Accidental
Detective: In Action surpassing its
original and the pricey The Spy Gone
North succeeding to cross its breakeven point. Meanwhile, Megabox Plus
M initially struggled with the youth

Mission: Impossible - Fallout
Mission: Impossible - Fallout

drama Sunset in My Hometown , a
rare misfire from hit maker LEE
Joon-ik, but came back strong with
On Your Wedding Day. Unusually, the
consistently successful Showbox has
released no new films since its found
footage horror hit Gonjiam: Haunted
Asylum in March but will return with
several titles later this year.

Outlook for Last Trimester of 2018

Regardless of the ups and downs the
Korean box office has experienced up
until now, as we enter the last four
months of the year, confidence should
once again be restored since the late
year period at the box office, stretching
from late summer all the way to New
Year’s Eve, is poised to be dominated by
local fare, as has been the case many
times in the last two decades.
One need only look at the number of
big budget titles scheduled for the rest
of the year to get an idea of what the
expectations are for the season. That

said, an unusually high seven titles
with budget exceeding the KRW 10
billion mark (Fengshui, Monstrum,
The Great Battle , Rampant , The Drug
King , Take Point and Swing Kids )
are expected to hit theaters before
the year is out, compared to just
seven that appeared in the first eight
months of the year, so observers may
be wondering how many of these will
be able to succeed. Beyond Chuseok
and the second half of December, the
industry will welcome a large number
of local thrillers, which tend to be very
successful this time of year.
With so many big-budget productions
still to be seen in 2018, distributors
may be hoping that the trend for
smaller successes and bigger misfires
turns around before the year is out,
but regardless of who ends up reaping
the rewards, it should be a busy and
fruitful last few months on the charts
for the local industry as a whole.
by Pierce Conran
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busan

BIFFat a new

turning point

for its

23rd

edition

Following several years of well-documented trials and
tribulations, the Busan International Film Festival enters its
23rd year with a renewed sense of optimism. With original
founders LEE Yong-kwan and Jay JEON re-instated as festival
chairman and director respectively, and the lifting of all
remaining boycotts against the event, BIFF can now get back
to what made it great in the first place, focusing squarely on
promoting Asian cinema.
Local star LEE Na-young makes her long-awaited comeback as
the lead of Jero YUN’s North Korean defector drama Beautiful
Days , which graces this year’s opening slot, while Master
Z: The Ip Man Legacy will continue the Hong Kong
martial arts series at the festival’s closing.
With 323 titles from 79 countries, the
program is bursting with films, among
them exciting festival favorites, beloved
veterans and promising newcomers
from Korea and the world over, not
to mention a new ‘Busan Classics’
section in addition to its other
retrospective programs. The theaters
of Busan and the nights on Haeundae
Beach are ready to once more welcome
the bright lights of Asian cinema’s future.
by Pierce Conran
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Choosing the Path of
Innovation and Unification
BIFF Chairman, LEE Yong-kwan
LEE Yong-kwan is back. After clashing with the City
of Busan for screening The Truth Will Not Sink With
Sewol , a documentary on the Sewol ferry disaster,
he was pushed out of the Busan International Film
Festival (BIFF) Director seat in February, 2016.
During the course of events, he was prosecuted for
mishandling funds and endured a grueling period
of court fights that resulted in a penalty of KRW 5
million (approx. USD 4,500) ruled by the Supreme
Court this January. On January 31, BIFF reappointed
LEE, who once declared he would never return, to the
festival as its new Chairman for a 4-year term with
the possibility of re-appointment for an additional
4 years. In his first official interview as Festival
Chairman, he revealed his desire to fully explain why
he went back on his word, as well as accept the
consequences of his actions. Being one of the major
contributors of BIFF throughout the years, serving
as Chief Programmer during the initial years of the
festival and as Festival Director from 2010 to 2016, he
expressed his determination to return the festival to
normal, but also to paint a larger picture for the event.
He also mentioned prospects for innovative changes
through collaborations with the City of Busan and the
Korean Film Council (KOFIC), which suggests some
interesting visions for the future. We met with LEE
Yong-kwan, BIFF’s Festival Chairman, who is currently
contemplating the film festival’s long-term strategies.
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You were away from BIFF for a brief period and returned as Festival Chairman.
When you had to step down from your position as Festival Director, you declared
you would never return to the festival again. What made you consider coming
back as Festival Chairman?

Why did I return? What can I do when I come back? Answering these
two major questions was my biggest challenge. First of all because
I was going back on my word and I had to find a justifiable reason
to come back. I accepted the Festival Chairman position because I
couldn’t refuse the pleas from film professionals with close ties to the
festival. They had a few alternatives that fell through, and I was their
final card. After the death of Programmer KIM Ji-seok, people were
worrying that the festival would be facing a more serious crisis, and
I could no longer refuse. I accepted the position after a long period
of reflection. I thought it was important to listen to the opinions of
the film community to present the festival’s vision and this is why
we created the BIFF VISION 2040 Special Committee, consisting of
Busan film professionals and of members of the Festival’s Executive
Committee. We have also brought in film professionals from Seoul as
special advisors to hear the various opinions they could bring to the
table. We are currently drafting the details for BIFF VISION which
we hope to officially discuss at the general meeting at the end of the
year.
What is the ‘BIFF VISION 2040 Special Committee’ discussing?

First of all, we diagnosed the problems existing within the festival.
Next, we all agreed that we had to come up with a mid to long-term
plan to make the festival rebound. The normal state of things was
completely upside down, and this was caused by political oppression,
not by our own will. The assessment of damages caused by this
political oppression, how we should respond should this happen again
and how we should reinforce our organization’s weaknesses, were some
of the key issues for us. Many of us agreed that it is necessary to find a
way to make the festival stronger and reestablish our policies in order
to protect and defend ourselves.
To maintain the festival’s autonomy, it looks like it is important to resolve things
with Busan City, which was the entity you were in conflict with.

The Mayor of Busan was replaced through the local elections held in
June, so I believe there is no need to worry about having problems
with Busan City. Bringing together the film community that was
divided by the festival controversy, and showing a new side to the
public is what is important for now. That is why I have continued to
meet with people in the film community. If we can show we are in a
cooperative relationship with Busan City, we will be able to win the
public’s trust again. In fact, the new Mayor of Busan, OH Geo-don, has
expressed his strong will to restore the festival back to normal and

has been accordingly quite supportive. I personally
kept a close relationship with the new mayor since
he was the Director of the Busan Metropolitan
City Transportation and Tourism Bureau at the
time BIFF was launched, which is why I’m not
worried about any conflict with the city. Eventually,
what’s the most important for the festival is to win
the support and trust of the film community, the
audience and the citizens of Busan. The only thing
we can do at the moment is to show through the
event itself that the festival has been restored to
normal and is forging a new path.
You have been working with Jay JEON, the new Festival
Director, since the beginning of BIFF. What visions for the
festival do you both share?

We are still preparing our communication strategy.
Although we have slightly different visions, I’m
confident that we will be able to move forward
together. Personally, I believe BIFF has focused too
much on growth. And while the festival was going
through this painful growing process, it was struck
with political oppression. Even without The Truth
Will Not Sink With Sewol , problems would have
arisen. We were already in need of a turning point
and the festival was shaken up even more by the
political pressure. Our own festival members had
different opinions on how the festival should respond
to such political pressure, and this left both sides
with deep scars. Nevertheless, since I was appointed
Festival Chairman through the wishes of the film
community, my mission is to show how well we are
getting along. To go back to the issue of growth,
the festival budget has remained at KRW 12 billion
(approx. USD 10 million) for the past 7-8 years.
It is difficult to raise the budget, and as finances
are limited, business expansion is a challenging
issue. What can we do then? First is the issue of the
Market. The Asian Film Market has been in crisis
for the past 7-8 years. The market is not being as
well received as Hong Kong, Shanghai and Beijing
markets these days. How can our Market be more
competitive? It’s not something we can conclude on
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Eventually, what’s the most important for the festival is to win the support
and trust of the film community, the audience and the citizens of Busan.
The only thing we can do at the moment is to show through the event itself
that the festival has been restored to normal and is heading for a new path.

rashly. Personally, I believe there are two solutions
to this problem. The first one is to head for a 'Total
Market' that would also embrace broadcasting and
digital contents. However, since the festival doesn’t
have enough money to do this, we would entrust
this responsibility to the Korean Film Council
(KOFIC). Furthermore, we need to run a 365 daylong Market for the Korean film industry to lead
the Asian market. In fact, I presented this idea ten
years ago but we still have to take action on it. The
problems the Market has are not just restricted to
BIFF, but to the entire audiovisual industry and
accordingly, we have been consistently asking the
government to help out. We hope a new version of
the Market can be launched next year. Likewise,
film education is another problem. For the past 10
years, we have educated and trained more than 300
young filmmakers through the Asian Film Academy
(AFA). However, BIFF doesn’t need to be totally
responsible for this educational program and the
AFA also needs to think beyond BIFF. Luckily, the
KOFIC-run Korean Academy of Film Art (KAFA)
recently relocated to Busan. What if KAFA and
the AFA were made into one single institution? If
this kind of joint institution can be run by KOFIC,
I believe it can step up as Asia’s leading film school.
If this can become a reality, BIFF’s budget issues
and rearrangement of the festival's organization
can both be solved, while providing an environment
where the festival can focus on its qualities as just a
film festival. However, what we need most for now is
a deep reflection on the film festival itself. We need
to figure out if the current programming approach
is compatible with this age of digital technology.
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I believe we can change our approach to programming. If we have
maintained up until now a professional system where programmers
travel the world as film experts to choose films, the world we live in now
is an age where amateurs are the experts. We are planning to create
a program that can use the potential of these new experts. We are at a
stage where we are working on a new type of program and a new type
of spectatorship. Since it’s not fun to use this just during the festival,
we are looking into operating this throughout the year. In order to do
so, BIFF and the Busan Cinema Center need to be consolidated. If the
Busan Cinema Center can showcase a groundbreaking program 365
days a year and show its best picks during the 10 days of the festival, I
believe we have a chance at it. We asked the new Mayor of Busan just
two things: one is governance and the other is to consolidate BIFF and
the Busan Cinema Center. It’s time for innovation at BIFF.
Will many changes be made in the current programmer’s role?

There will be much more to do, and thus more responsibilities to it.
Instead of having a minority of expert programmers who have to run
around alone between film festivals, watching and selecting films,
we can imagine a system where a group of programmers will do the
selection. In this case, the strength of such a programmer will be
determined by his or her ability to form a good programming team. In
addition, it will become essential to cross borders and network more. In
the future, the role of a programmer could become quite similar to the
Festival Director’s.
At a press conference in June the Busan Mayor OH Geo-don and the KOFIC
Chairperson OH Seok Geun announced there were talks about a ‘BIFF Joint
Agreement for Restoration’ unveiling a possible film exchange between BIFF and
the Pyongyang Film Festival, as well as a joint event between South and North
Korea to celebrate 100 years of Korean Cinema.

I am proud to say that BIFF, for the past 15 years, has been at the
forefront of talks regarding exchanges between the South and North
Korean film industries. However, I believe we need a new type of

approach to this idea. I think it is right for KOFIC to supervise the
business exchange between South and North Korea. The biggest
problem is that there are concerns about the smuggling of North
Korean film assets. In the past too, smuggling North Korean cultural
assets out of the country has been a serious issue but we have to
prevent the North Korean film archives from collapsing. That's why
it is better to not deal with this on a personal level and entrust the
business to KOFIC. The Governor of Gangwon Province and Festival
Directors MOON Sung-keun and PANG Eun-jin of the Pyeongchang
International Peace Film Festival (PIPFF) got together to suggest
the idea of creating a South-North Korean joint film archive facility
in Pyeongchang. Busan and BIFF don’t need to have a hand on
everything. Once the transcontinental railroad is built, Busan will
serve as the perfect base for this. Therefore, we don’t need to fight over
a single film and we need to look at the bigger picture. What this is
though still needs some researching. An exchange shouldn’t be limited
to just films and film festivals. These are some of the questions we are
trying to answer. The same goes for the South-North Korean joint event
celebrating 100 years of Korean Cinema. For now, we want BIFF to
keep a certain distance from any South-North Korean events or large
state-led celebrations. And we’ve got a good excuse to do so by saying
we are against any kind of political interference or state support. Just
leave us alone (laughs). Just help improve BIFF's organization in an
innovative way, that’s all. Here is where I stand.
It’ll also be a challenge to fill the shoes of the late KIM Ji-seok, BIFF Deputy
Director and Asian Film Programmer.

To find the next KIM Ji-seok is definitely a big challenge. So far it
looks impossible to find anyone with the depth and passion KIM Jiseok had. That is why we need to change the system and our way
of thinking. If you’re without a commander, then you can lead an
organization with a handful of sub-commanders. Changing the system
and finding someone compatible with this new system instead of trying
to find someone compatible with the current system seems to be one

way of solving the problem. The festival will have
to be held without a Deputy Director this year. This
position needs to be rethought, as does the Festival
Chairman's. The current constitution designates the
Festival Chairman as the key force of the festival,
rather than the Deputy Director. Film festivals that
give more authority to the Festival Chairperson are
for example Hong Kong International Film Festival
and Cannes Film Festival. In fact, BIFF has been
a Deputy Director-driven film festival for 20 years.
Now, the Board of Directors holds more power than
the Festival Executive Committee. I don’t believe
it is a good system if the Festival Chairperson is
involved in too many things, so I believe we need
to change the festival to a more ‘Festival Executive
Committee’-driven system.
As the Festival's Chairman, what are your mid to long-term
goals?

Present a good vision and enforce the first steps
of this vision, then quietly remove myself. In two
years, I will be retired from teaching (at the IM
Kwon-taek College of Film Media Arts of Dongseo
University). Even to the students, I’m a veteran
of the veterans (laughs). Times have changed. Jay
JEON and myself are now some of the elders. It
would be good for us to step down as soon as we can.
I’m waiting for the right time to do that. After I see
the Festival's Executive Committee fully in place,
I think we could turn the Board of Directors into
something like a "Veteran Assembly". Wouldn’t it be
a beautiful picture for the people who contributed in
launching the BIFF such as myself, Jay JEON and
OH Seuk Geun to be able to support and help our
younger successors as an elders assembly? In order
for talented young people to join BIFF, we need to
create a virtuous cycle. And perhaps it is the only
way for me to solve my own contradictions. I want to
show people that I’m not just a founding member of
BIFF, but also someone who can retire with honors.
So I hope you can all wait for it.
by Lee Juhyun (Cine 21 reporter) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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Overcoming
the Hardships
as a North Korean
Defector
Opening Film Beautiful Days

A Korean film will start the festivities of the Busan
International Film Festival (BIFF) again, after
the premiere of Glass Garden by Korean director
SHIN Su-won at last year’s opening ceremony. As
to why the film was chosen as the opening piece,
Korean Cinema programmer NAM Dong-chul said,
“Discovering new Asian and Korean films is the
festival’s motto, and the selection of Beautiful Days
reflects that mentality.”
Beautiful Days is the portrait of a North Korean
woman who had to risk her life to escape and
survive. One day, Zhenchen (JANG Dong-yun), a
Korean-Chinese college student, is called back home
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to the countryside by his father whose health is deteriorating. Knowing
that he only has a short time to live, Zhenchen’s father (OH Gwangrok) makes a last request to his son. He misses Zhenchen's mother (LEE
Na-young), who left home a long time ago, and wants him to go find
her in South Korea. Even though Zhenchen is resentful of his mother,
he can’t refuse his father’s deathbed request. Once in Korea, he finally
finds her, running a bar and living with a Korean man (SEO Hyeonwoo). She does not welcome the son she hasn’t seen in 14 years and,
disappointed by their encounter, Zhenchen leaves Korea. However,
he soon comes face to face with his mother’s past: her escape from
North Korea when she was sixteen, her forced marriage to a much
older Korean man and troubles with a shady broker. The life story of
a mother who never asked her son for understanding or forgiveness is

now conveyed to him through her diary.
Born in Busan, Jero YUN studied art, photography
and film in France. His work has been focused so
far on North Korea and people living on the edge,
and Beautiful Days is his debut fictional feature.
His previous short and documentary films including
Promise (2010), Looking for North Koreans
(2012), Hitchhiker (2016; invited to Directors'
Fortnight section during the 2016 Cannes Film
Festival), and the critically acclaimed Mrs. B –
North Korean Woman (co-produced with France,
presented in Cannes in the ACID selection, Best
Documentary Award at Moscow Film Festival and
Zurich Film Festival) were already portraying
how the separation of the two Koreas affect the
lives of their population. In his works, North
Korean defectors are often portrayed as active
characters instead of passive victims. Beautiful
Days is no exception; rather than someone who has
abandoned her country and her family, Zhenchen's
mother is portrayed as a strong-willed woman.
Programmer NAM explained, “Beautiful Days
makes you empathize with this North Korean
woman’s hardships without exhibiting her pains.
The fact that the movie is depicting a woman’s
will to overcome her difficult situation, instead of
portraying her as a damaged victim unable to talk
about her pain, is a unique and powerful attribute
of the movie”.
Beautiful Days has received much attention from
the production stage, the film being actress LEE
Na-young’s big return to the screen after a sixyear hiatus. Star of commercial features as well
as author films such as Someone Special (2004),
Maundy Thursday (2006) and Dream (2008), LEE
Na-young had been taking a long break after
Howling (2012), in which she starred alongside

SONG Kang-ho. Here, she took on the impressive challenge of playing
a North Korean woman who has a grown-up son and speaks in the
Yanbian dialect of Korean as well as in Chinese. Actor OH Gwang-rok,
a frequent collaborator of director PARK Chan-wook, SEO Hyeon-woo,
who plays LEE Na-young’s lover, and newcomer JANG Dong-yun, who
appears as LEE Na-young’s son, also show great performances.
by Lee Juhyun (Cine 21 reporter)
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Women:

Their Cameras,
Their Stories,
Their Voices

Female directors make waves
by telling the stories of women
“The outstanding achievements of female directors are impossible to
miss.” As Busan International Film Festival programmer NAM Dongchul said, this year’s Korean films could be summed up in one word:
women. With feminism being the hottest topic recently, there has been
more and more voices calling for more opportunities for women in
the film industry. The lack of women in leading roles, the absence of
interesting female characters, and the small number of female directors
and women in the industry in general were confronted by these voices,
and in view of the recent works by female directors, it seems like the

Second Life
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message has been well received. Among the Korean
independent films invited to the 'New Currents' and
'Korean Cinema Today - Vision' sections this year, a
considerable number are from female directors.

New Currents: Girls and their contrasting
universes
Although last year’s edition of BIFF included a
fair amount of Korean independent films with
stories revolving around women like After My
Death by KIM Ui-seok, Microhabitat by JEON
Go-woon, Park Hwa-young by LEE Hwan, and
February by KIM Joong-hyeon, this year’s selection
is more remarkable in that more of these female-led
stories are this time conveyed by female directors.
Along with the growth in the ranks of female
directors, Korean indie films also saw a tendency
to feature more stories driven by women, and
more particularly young girls. A girl who plunges
into the working life, a girl looking after love, a
girl hurt by adults, or a girl consumed with guilt;
these films depict the world of different girls, and
through a variety of genres like coming-of-age
stories, queer drama and human drama. Although
every director might have had different motivations
for approaching these stories, the fact that these
characters, who had long remained on the periphery
of stories, are now proudly taking center stage is in
itself something to cheer about. Programmer NAM
acknowledged, “There weren't that many entries by
female directors among the [Korean feature films]

House of Hummingbird

we received this year. However, many of them ranked among the best,
as they demonstrated different sensibilities and visions from other
films. We selected these works on the notion that these new views and
sensibilities are important in a context where men-driven stories by
male directors remain the norm in today’s Korean commercial films.”
One need only look at the specific line-up of Korean films presented
this year in Busan to be convinced. First of all, the competitive section
'New Currents,' which shows first or second feature films of upcoming
Asian directors, includes three Korean films, among which two are the
works of female directors and about teenage girls, namely Second Life
and House of Hummingbird . PARK Young-ju's Second Life follows a
high school girl, Sun-hee, who regularly lies to her friends in order to
get their attention. When one of her friends commits suicide due to her
own fault, overwhelmed by feelings of guilt, she leaves Seoul and starts
a new life in the countryside under a false name, ‘Seulki’. Director
KIM Bora's House of Hummingbird revolves around a 13-year-old girl,
Eunhee. In 1994, a year marked by the collapse of the Seongsu Bridge
in Seoul, Eunhee is living with her parents who run a mill and her two
older siblings. As she doesn’t receive much attention from her family,
she prefers to hang out with her neighborhood friends. One day, as she
was looking for affection, she meets a teacher who becomes the only
person who understands her. Director KWON Man-ki’s Clean up is
about a kidnapper and his victim who meet a decade after the fateful
incident. Jeong-ju, who earns a living as a cleaner, has been living in
anguish since she lost her son. When Min-gu visits her after getting
released of prison, she remembers the events from 12 years ago, and
along with them, a feeling of guilt long forgotten. All three films are
the feature debuts of their respective directors.

Vision: When hurt women stand up for themselves
Ten Korean independent films will be screened in the ‘Korean Cinema
Today - Vision' section, and it is encouraging to see that five of them
are from female directors. These five films are Young-ju by CHA
Sungduk, Sub-zero Wind by KIM Yuri, Maggie by YI Ok-seop, A Boy
and Sungreen by AHN Ju-young, and Our Body by HAN Ka-ram.
Young-ju is the story of a young girl who has lost her parents in a
traffic accident and has since been looking after the rest of her family.
When her situation becomes more difficult, she resolves to meet the
person who killed her parents. The protagonist, Young-ju, is played
by KIM Hyang-gi from Along with the Gods . Sub-zero Wind is about
a girl neglected and injured by adults. After she and her divorced
mother moved in with a new man, Young-ha gets sexually molested by
him. Maggie stars KOO Kyo-hwan, who earned wide recognition for
Jane , and LEE Ju-young, who was seen in A Quiet Dream . It is a black
comedy about the commotion at a hospital caused by the unexpected
discovery of X-ray pictures showing people having sex and the many

Sub-zero Wind

A Boy and Sungreen

Maggie

serious events that ensue. A Boy and Sungreen
follows the story of middle school boy Bo-hui who
lives alone with his mother. One day, upon learning
that his father is still alive, he starts looking for him
along with his best friend. Our Body features CHOI
Hee-seo, who has swept the newcomer awards for
Anarchist from Colony over the past year. It is the
story of a woman who spent all her twenties trying
to pass the civil service exam but finds a new lease
on life thanks to her fit and charming new friend.
It was also invited to the Discovery section of the
Toronto International Film Festival in September.
Five more films complete the ‘Korean Cinema
Today - Vision' section. Director KIM Jin-yu's Bori
is a coming-of-age story about a 10-year-old girl,
Bori, who lives in a seaside village. While all the
members of her family are speech and hearing
impaired, she wonders why she is the only one who
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Kokdu: A Story of Guardian Angels

can hear and speak, and wishes that she too had “lost the sounds”. In
KIM Young-nam’s A Duck’s Grin , a middle-aged man quits his job to
look for a former love and gets caught up in a strange situation. KIM
Moo-young's Night Light is a film about a dying man who meets his
estranged son for the first time and invites him to spend three days
together in his mountain house. Director KIM Jun-sik's Between the
Seasons is a queer story that depicts the tribulations of a high school
girl who feels attracted to the owner of the café where she works parttime. Don’t Go Too Far by PARK Hyun-yong starts with siblings
gathered to discuss their dying father’s inheritance when they receive
a phone call from a kidnapper.

The Maestros of Korean films come back with new works
Beside these, other new Korean films deserve our attention. Ode to
the Goose , by ZHANG Lu, is invited to the ‘Gala Presentation’ section,
which introduces the much-anticipated new works from the most
talented filmmakers of our time. Starring MOON So-ri, PARK Haeil, JUNG Jin-young and PARK So-dam, it is the story of a couple
staying at an inn in the city of Mokpo, South Jeolla Province. The
new Korean films in the 'Korean Cinema Today-Panorama' section
include KIM Tae-yong’s Kokdu: A Story of Guardian Angels , based on
the Korean traditional music performance of the same title; The Snob ,
the second film by director SHIN Aga and LEE Sang-cheol of Jesus
Hospital (2011); CHOI Hyun-young’s Memories of a Dead End , based on
YOSHIMOTO Banana’s novel, starring CHOI Soo-young from K-pop
group Girl’s Generation; director KIM Jeong-sik’s Stone Skipping about
a mentally-challenged man and a runaway girl who inadvertently
get involved in a scandal that shakes a small village; and lastly, Pray
and Nailed depict in two different ways couples facing their financial
troubles. There are also notable new works in ‘Wide Angle,’ which
features short films, animations, documentaries and experimental
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Ode to the Goose

films. Director AHN Jae-huun, who constantly
adapts Korean short stories into animated series,
made a new animation based this time on KIM
Dong-ri's novel Shaman Sorceress . It was one
of the works selected for the Work in Progress
sessions organized in 2016 as part of the Annecy
International Animated Film Festival, where it
received positive feedback. Director JANG Hyungyun’s Ireesha, the Daughter of Elf-king is a fantasy
animated film about a high school girl, who is voiced
by CHUN Woo-hee from Han Gong-ju (2014).
The lineup of new Korean documentaries in the
Wide Angle section includes two documentaries by
film critic JUNG Sung-il about director IM Kwontaek. Gravity of the Tea focuses on IM Kwon-taek's
life and his achievements in films, while Cloud,
Encore follows the making of his 102nd film, Revivre
(2015). Wide Angle will also be the occasion to
discover Korean documentaries that vary in topics
and forms, ranging from films addressing historical
events such as the candlelight demonstrations of
2016, the May 18 Gwangju Democratic Uprising
and the Vietnam War, to those dealing with more
personal issues. It may still be too early to talk
about the quality of these works, but the number of
documentaries submitted challenges the notion that
documentaries are a fading market.

The lively documentaries of female directors in
their twenties
The outstanding works of young female directors

are also notable in documentaries. “It is exceptional to get to
present four works from female directors in their twenties”, said
HUH Kyoung, programmer for the Wide Angle section. “Each of these
films demonstrates a fresh vision.” Director LEE-KIL Bora’s A War
of Memories interweaves the Vietnam War with the issue of comfort
women, women forced into prostitution by the Japanese military. The
Strangers , by director MYOUNG So-hee, is a personal documentary
about three generations of women in their transfigured hometown.
In Unknown Knowns , HAN Hye-sung reveals the prejudices disabled
people face through the portrait of a dancer friend. KOO Yun-joo’s
Dear My Genius criticizes in an adorable way the education of gifted
children in Korea through the discussions between the director, who
herself excelled in science, and her child sister. Programmer HUH
commented, “These works of young female directors retain some
vivacity and cheerfulness even when these personal stories lead to
grave social issues.”
We are always thirsty for new stories and new talented artists. More
women behind the cameras mean a wider variety of voices. It should
be interesting to see to which extent their stories and their voices will
resonate at the Busan International Film Festival this year.

The Shaman Sorceress

Dear My Genius

by Lee Juhyun (Cine 21 reporter)

Cloud, Encore

The memories of 1980s realism

Director LEE Jang-ho Retrospective
This year, the Korean Cinema Retrospective of the Busan International Film
Festival is dedicated to director LEE Jang-ho. Following last year’s retrospective
that retraced the Korean films of the 1960s and the 1970s through the works
of actor SHIN Sung-il, the Busan International Film Festival is now looking back
at another chapter of Korean film history, the 1980s. LEE Jang-ho, who left a
clear mark on the Korean cinema of the 1980s, saw his first commercial success

Heavenly Homecoming to Stars

in his twenties with his debut film Heavenly Homecoming to Stars (1974). He

a woman who was abandoned by her first love and became a

then exposed Korean society to social scrutiny in a series of realist works that

bar hostess. The film established at the time a new box office

captured the social ills of the 1980s, thus earning the reputation of social-

record for a Korean film. Children of Darkness Part1, Young-ae

critic realist auteur. The retrospective is comprised of eight films: Heavenly
Homecoming to Stars (1974), Good Windy Days (1980), Children of Darkness Part1,
Young-ae the Songstress (1981), Widow Dance (1983), Declaration of Idiot (1983),
Eoh Wu-dong (1985), The Man with Three Coffins (1987) and God’s Eye View (2013).
Heavenly Homecoming to Stars is based on CHOI In-ho's novel, a tragedy about

the Songstress shares similar story and theme with Heavenly
Homecoming to Stars , and Good Windy Days captures the
harsh realities of the time by following three poor young men
who moved to the city. All of them are timeless films that still
hold a wonderful mix of interest and value.
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E-IP Market

An Oasis of Video Content

In Search of Source Materials
At the 2015 edition of the Busan International Film Festival
(BIFF), the Asian Film Market (AFM) successfully introduced its
Entertainment Intellectual Property (E-IP) market, leading to several
meetings between investors, film studios, broadcasting networks and
TV series production companies. The E-IP market was established as
a trading place for intellectual properties to encourage the adaptation
of original creative works to different media, with a focus on film and
video content. While major international film markets have expanded
their domains to include TV series and web series, the AFM opted for a
rights and licensing market to differentiate itself from its competitors.
In this era when Hollywood and the world pull out all the stops to find
unique works they can turn into media franchises, the AFM is actively
doing its part for the development of transmedia strategies.
The AFM introduced several original works and has already produced
some great results. After it was pitched at the E-IP, Korean novel
The Untouchables drew the attention of the industry for its Joseon
Dynasty-set adaptation of the 1987 American film of the same name,
whereas a TV series based on the webtoon Item is in production, and
the translation rights for novels My Bad Mom and Time Exiles were
respectively sold to Vietnam and China. To meet the participants’
demand for diversity, the 2018 edition of the E-IP market announced
a total of 30 projects, 10 more than last year. This year, the AFM will
also hold business meetings dedicated to Asian IPs to present original
works from Greater China and Japan. In name and reality, the market
is expected to become a truly “Asian” film market. The E-IP Pitching
event will be held on October 6 and 7, 2018 and simultaneous English
interpretation service will be provided for international buyers.
Business meetings will take place from October 6 to 9, 2018.

Original Novels and Web Content, the Catalysts for Transmedia
Expansion
The E-IP market includes two pitching events, Book To Film Pitching
for original novels and E-IP Pitching for web creative works. Started
in 2012, before the launch of the E-IP market, the Book To Film event
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is highly anticipated this year as it will showcase
15 projects. When asked if he noticed a trend in this
year’s submissions, Daniel KIM, General Manager
of the Asian Film Market, noted that, “Despite the
short application period, which lasted two weeks
instead of the usual four weeks, this year’s selection
boasts a large diversity”. He added, “Compared to
last year when we had mostly historical dramas,
thrillers and romances, this time the selection
covers more genres, including fantasy and drama.”
Some noteworthy selected works include The Insect ,
a mystery thriller about a serial killer case in which
detectives keep finding beetles in the bodies of the
victims; Winter Sleep , a sci-fi short story about
humans going into hibernation; A Week Before I
Die , a romance fantasy about a girl and her first
love from when she was 17 returning as a grim
reaper; and Greatest Fish , a fantasy novel by GU
Byeong-mo about a man who was born with gills.
GU’s previous fantasy novel Wizard Bakery was
turned into a theatrical production after it was
pitched at the Book To Film in 2012.
This year, the strong representation of women will
be hard to miss. 12 out of the 15 works selected have
been written by women. These works are either
led by female protagonists, or romantic stories
conveying a feminine sensibility. KIM explained,
“The screening was based solely on the stories.
It just so happens that many works from female
writers were selected this time. The screening
process was conducted by industry professionals
active in film investment, distribution and TV
production. Since one of the most important criteria
is the feasibility of the projects, this outcome simply

reflects the current tendencies in the market.” For example, when
Masquerade (2012), a period drama, became a huge success with over
10 million admissions, the industry demonstrated a greater interest in
historical dramas. Likewise, when the market is hungry for romances,
the judges tend to look for romantic stories. KIM concluded, “There is
now a greater demand for a variety of genres and subject matters.”
For its 4th edition, the E-IP Pitching event will present 15 works
comprised mostly of webtoons and web novels. Since web works tend
to reflect immediate realities much faster than any other media, the
selection includes several stories revolving around jobseekers and
socially-disadvantaged groups, and tackles themes such as politics,
school violence and androids through fresh ideas and ambitious plots.
Special attention was given to content that could be easily transposed
to other media.
The selection includes Kingmaker , a webtoon depicting the political
landscape at the Korean National Assembly; Good Job , a noir webtoon
thriller about a longtime jobseeker who finally gets a job that consists
of cleaning up crime scenes; Delivery Knight , a webtoon on special
delivery men who accept to transport all kinds of goods while fighting
against plunderers in the badly-polluted world in the aftermath of
World War IV; and Land of Silence , a school story about a group of
bullying victims who plot their revenge against the perpetrators.
Contrary to Book To Film, the selection in the E-IP Pitching features
mostly male-centered stories written by male writers. KIM commented,
“We received many web novels about lesbian romance for the E-IP
Pitching contest, but they didn’t make the cut since many people think
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it would be too difficult to bring them to screen
given Korea’s current context.”

Beyond the Platforms, A Broader Search for
Original Stories
In Korea, the first half of this year has seen the
apparition of many new companies involved in film
investment and distribution. NAVER Webtoon,

The Results of Book To Film 2012-2017
Year
2012
2012

Publisher
HUMAN & BOOKS
CHANGBI PUBLISHERS, INC.

Title
Easy Girl
Wizard Bakery

Author
PARK Sung Kyung
GU Byeong-mo

Progress
Film rights bought.
Stage production.

2013

TOYOU ENTERTAINMENT

The Dokgo

Story: OH Young-seok / Prequel mobile film
Art: BAEK Seung-hoon The Dokgo Rewind released.

2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017

GOLDENBOUGH
GOLDENBOUGH
GOZKNOCK
MOONJI PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
TROJAN HORSE
MOONJI PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
NOL (DASANBOOKS)
MUNHAKDONGNE PUBLISHING GROUP
GOZKNOCK ENT
KYOBO BOOK CENTRE

Sun-Am Girls Detective Club
The Judas Star
The King’s Code
My Bad Mom
A Pocket Watch
Time Between Dog and Wolf
Summer, A Corpse from Nowhere
The Best Life
The Untouchables
Shift

PARK Ha-ik
DO Jin-ki
JOO Jin
PARK Sung-kyung
WOO Jang Gyun
KIM Kyung-uk
PARK Yeon sun
LIM Sol-A
LEE Jung Yuen
CHO Ye-eun

Series aired on JTBC.
Film rights bought.
Film and series rights bought.
Vietnamese translation rights bought.
Film rights bought.
Film rights bought.
Film and series rights bought.
Under discussion for film rights.
Film rights bought.
Screen adaptation rights bought.

2017

INDIEPAPER

Time Exiles

KIM Juyoung

Chinese translation rights bought
(by Chinese SF publisher Science Fiction World).
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the largest platform for digital comics in Korea, established its own
comics-to-film unit Studio N. “Some platforms are taking a more direct
approach to licensing deals, but we still receive many great projects
based on web content”, Daniel KIM explained. “We also plan to expand
our selection criteria to include original works that haven’t been
published on webtoon platforms”.
More film companies in Korea means more demand for content. While
there are already some book fairs that organize events to foster the
licensing of audiovisual adaptation rights, few of them showcase the
original works. Therefore, the E-IP market receives more interest
every year. In some way, it is not surprising that the market attracts
so many industry people since it presents a carefully curated selection
of projects in the vast ocean of digital content.
Many investment and distribution companies want to participate in
the E-IP market as award sponsors, as this allows them to get the first
look on the selection and endorse their favorite projects. Currently,
Next Entertainment World (NEW), one of the four major film studios
in Korea, hands out a NEW Creator Award with a grant of KRW 10
million (USD 9,000) in each of the two selections, Book To Film and
E-IP Pitching. One of last year’s recipient, The Untouchables is a
period story based on a true historical event during the reign of King
Yeongjo of Joseon, when prohibition led to the widespread emergence
of bootlegging. The film adaptation rights to the novel were acquired
soon after. NEW also joined the production of a theatrical animation,
Underdog , by financing the project and handling its distribution.
The animation was first presented at the E-IP Pitching in 2015 and
premiered this year as the opening film of the Bucheon International
Fantastic Film Festival, with a theatrical release planned for later this
year.
This year, global webtoon platform Torycomics (www.torycomics.com)

is joining the E-IP market as one of the award
sponsors. The company currently runs a webtoon
app available in Indonesia, the United States,
Russia, Turkey, Spain and Vietnam, among many
others. Torycomics grants KRW 5 million (USD
4,500) each to four projects of the E-IP market.
The winning projects will be translated into 12
languages and promoted in 141 countries. KIM said,
“We expect the participation of diverse platforms
such as Netflix, YouTube and Universal Japan on
top of film companies.”

The Participation of Asian IPs
This year, the E-IP market extended its boundaries
to include IPs from the rest of Asia. Since its launch,
the market always had the ambition to cover all
of the continent, with Japanese manga, Chinese
web novels and remake rights to Southeast Asian
films. Although the market started with a focus on
Korean IPs, the number of book, webtoon or web
novel publishing companies that held a booth at
the market has been consistently on the rise. Due
to the THAAD dispute, all business with China
has been put on hold, but the AFM tries to broaden
its scope by attracting literary works from Greater
China and Japan. Among Korea’s most important
literary agencies that regularly sign translation
deals, BC Agency and Eric Yang Agency will
introduce Japanese and Chinese novels, respectively.
Besides, literary works owned and managed by

Outcomes of E-IP Pitching 2015-2017
Year
2015
2015
2015
2015

Company
KBS MEDIA
KIRIN PRODUCTION INC.
DCON E&M
YLAB

IP Title
Meloholic
Momo Salon
Falling in Shampoo
Superstring

Genre
Web Series
Web Series
Web Novel
Webtoon

Author
Team Getname
MIN Ye-ji
JEONG Hyun Woo
YLAB

Progress
Published online.
Published online and aired on KBS.
Web series rights bought.
Mobile game in production (by 4:33).

2015

ODOLTOGI,
DREAM SEARCH C&C

The Underdog

Theatrical Animation

OH Seongyun,
LEE ChunBaek

Theatrical release in 2018.

2015

TOYOU ENTERTAINMENT TONG

Webtoon

Story: OH Young-seok / Movie Tong: Memories
Art: BAEK Seung-hoon released on mobile VOD platform.

2016
2016

NAVER CORP.
ALL THAT STORY

2017

TOYOU’S DREAM/
Item
TOYOU ENTERTAINMENT
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René Magritte, "The Lovers" Web Novel
Sprinter: Underworld
Web Novel
Webtoon

YOO Jina
AN Jongjun

Series rights bought, in preparation.
Publication & reading on KBS radio drama.

Story: Minhyung
Art: KIM Jun-seok

Series in production for MBC drama

publishers from Asian countries and freelancers will be up for business
meetings. If this first step is well received, the AFM plans to accept
official applications from these countries in the future, but the concept
of selecting projects through screening and holding global pitching
events will always remain at the core of the market. In summary, the
goal is to present every year at the Asian Film market of the Busan
International Film Festival the most notable original works produced
in Asia.
Among the most notable literary works presented this year are several
Japanese novels such as Life to Die by YAKUMARU Gaku, a story
of a man with terminal cancer and his unleashed desire for murder;
Star Worms , a mystery about strange worms attacking humans;

Independence Day, a collection of stories about
contemporary women of different ages; Happy
Retirement , a story by JIRO Asada, who wrote the
original novel of the film Poppoya (1999), about a
civil servant who prepares for a happy retirement;
as well as Japanese-style detective and urban
fantasy stories. There will also be Taiwanese novels
such as Welcome to the Timeless Blossom Village , a
human family drama; An Encounter from Heaven ,
a romantic comedy; and The Murderer, a 9-year-old ,
a thriller.
by Na Won-jeong (Film Journalist)

Outcomes of the E-IP Market
The E-IP market was launched in 2015 when BIFF celebrated its
20th anniversary and the AFM its 10th anniversary. Broadening
its boundaries, the market now includes secondary rights not
only to traditional source materials such as literary works, stage
performances and films but also every other kinds of narrative
works such as webtoons, web series, web novels, TV shows,
animations, advertisements and videogames. Because it takes
a lot of procedures and efforts to develop a project based on
the IP of a partner, it is difficult to evaluate the influence of
the market in the short term, but we can already notice some
positive results. For example, Sun-AM Girls Detective Club (PARK
Ha-ik), a mystery novel selected for the Book To Film event in
2013, was adapted into a TV series that aired on JTBC, and a

mobile film was released as a prequel story to webtoon The
Dokgo . Among the works that were turned into films or TV series
thanks to the Book To Film event are also The Judas Star (DO
Jin-ki); Easy Girl ; Time Between Dog and Wolf ; The King’s Code ;
Summer, a Corpse from Nowhere ; Shift ; and A Pocket Watch .
As for the effect of the E-IP Pitching event, a videogame based
on Superstring (YLAB) was released for mobile phones, the web
series adaptation rights to web novel Falling in Shampoo have
been acquired, and web series adaptations of Meloholic and
Momo Salon have been put online. On top of that, webtoon Tong
was adapted into a mobile film, and the web series rights to
web novel 'René Magritte, "The Lovers" ' have been sold, with the
project now in preparation.
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REPORT

Dreaming of Becoming
the Korean Blumhouse
Korean horror labels
opening the doors to nightmares
Could we soon see horror films being
popular in Korean theaters? This
exciting prospect seems to depend
on two emerging producing entities.
These two labels, Unpa FILM and 413
Pictures, are specialized in horror films
and aim to produce horror films for both
the domestic and international markets,
even though this genre is not considered
as mainstream yet by the Korean film
industry.

Ominously and unfortunately frozen
Unpa Film was founded by JUNG
Bum-shik, the director of GONJIAM:
Haunted Asylum (2018). The film was
a smash hit at the box office (2.68
million admissions according to KOFIC
statistics) and raised the prospects of
success for horror films in Korea.
When I asked him about the name of
his company, director JUNG Bumshik answered that he likes ‘frozen
green onions’ (‘un-pa’ in Korean). This
may sound like a joke, but it’s the
real explanation behind the name.
He explained further by adding, “The
image of our business – making scary
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films to freeze the audience – goes quite
well with the identity of the company.
My associates like it too.” Unpa Film
was established three years ago, in
2015. It was then joined by those who
purportedly like frozen green onions. If
you are a fan of horror and thriller films,
you probably know their names: director
JUNG Sik is JUNG Bum-shik’s younger
cousin and co-directed Epitaph (2007)
with him; director UM Tae-hwa worked
as a staff member on Epitaph and made
Vanishing Time: A Boy Who Returned
(2016); and last but not least, director
HUH Jung made Hide and Seek (2013)
and The Mimic (2017). Director JUNG
Bum-shik explained that they decided
to work together because they wanted to
show high-quality horror films to Korean
audiences, but they regret that Korean
horror films can’t ride on the trend for
horror film that Hollywood initiated with
significant box-office records and the
diversification into sub-genres.
The horror film market in Hollywood
has been well established thanks to the
exceptional performances of two great
players. One of them is ‘Blumhouse,’ the

studio that made successful franchises
such as Paranormal Activity and
Insidious , while the other one is ‘New
Line Cinema’, which made its name with
The Conjuring series and It . According to
Box Office Mojo, the worldwide box office
gross of low-budget horror-thriller films
produced in the US with budgets lower
than KRW 20 billion (USD 18 million)
exceeded KRW 1 trillion (USD 900
million) in 2016 for the first time. It then
made an explosive growth in 2017 with
KRW 1.37 trillion (USD 1.22 billion).
There is a Korean company that paid
particular attention to this evolution in
the film market, and that’s CJ ENM.
413 Pictures, launched by CJ ENM, got
its name from combining the number '4',
an ominous number in the Asian region,
and '13', an unlucky number in Western
culture. With its name referring to both
the East and the West, 413 Pictures
has the ambition to reach the global
market and become a bridge between
both regions of the world. HAN Ji-yoon,
manager of CJ Entertainment's PR
team, explained the reasoning behind the
launch of 413 Pictures: “The US horror
film market is so big and diverse that
it is not comparable to the Korean film
market, and we thought that we had a
good opportunity to break through with
horror films based on Asian culture.”

“Low budget” same words but
different meanings
One of the principles of Unpa Films
that director JUNG Bum-shik shared
with us is “to make commercial films
but with only low or mid-budgets.”
Although he didn’t tell the exact amount,
considering that the production cost
for GONJIAM: Haunted Asylum was
about USD 900,000, it is safe to assume
that the production cost of Unpa Film’s
next projects should remain between

Hide and Seek

USD 900,000 and USD 1.8 million. In
that sense, KO Kyung-bum, director
of overseas business at CJ ENM Film
Contents Unit said, “I am sure we can
make an international success of our
relatively low-budgeted productions if
we adopt the right strategy in terms of
originality.”
Although the terms ‘low and midbudget’ and ‘relatively low-budgeted
productions’ mentioned by Unpa Film
and 413 Pictures seem to indicate that
the companies have similar strategies,
they largely differ in the actual amounts
of said budgets. HAN Ji-yoon, manager of
CJ Entertainment′s PR team, said, “We
are thinking of budgets from USD 4.5
million to tens of millions of dollars.”
If we were talking of the Korean market,
it would surely be a big budget. However,
413 Pictures has made explicit its goal
of targeting the Hollywood market, and
that amount is “low for Hollywood,” HAN
Ji-yoon explains. Their main assets in
this approach are the excellent talents
and the intellectual properties found in
the Asian region, including Korea. Actor
and director Joel David Moore will direct

the US version of Hide and Seek (2013),
which will enter production this October.
When it was released in Korea, Hide and
Seek gathered 5.6 million viewers. The
production policy of Unpa Film is similar
to that of Blumhouse Productions in the
US. They are determined to make films
their own way, completing production
within three months and aiming for
a 90-minute running time, on top of
the low-budget policy mentioned above.
JUNG Bum-shik's idea is a little bit
different. “I think the producer with
the most reasonable system is Pixar. I
think Pixar films give the impression of
being collective works made by everyone,
instead of individuals. We will release our
works only when they have been approved
by all the members of the team.”

Making different kinds of horror films
domestically and internationally
Unpa Film is currently working on
several projects including the treatment
for their first release. JUNG Bum-shik
is preparing Korean versions of slasher
films, such as Nightmare on Elm Street
and Friday the 13th that were popular in
the 1980s. Along with the directors who

joined Unpa Film, there are writers and
a visual writer – who used to work as an
art director – who are currently working
on some projects.
413 Pictures is preparing a series of
works besides the remake of Hide and
Seek , including the US remake of
The Housemaid , a Vietnam-Korea coproduction released by CJ ENM in 2016,
and A Portrait of a Beauty, about the
mystery surrounding a cursed mansion
and the portrait of a beauty. Geoffrey
Shawn Fletcher, who received an Oscar
for Best Adapted Screenplay for Precious
in 2010, is working on the screenplay
of The Housemaid . A Portrait of a
Beauty will be produced in Thailand,
with a screenplay by famous Thai
scriptwriter Eakasit THAIRAAT, and
will be directed by popular commercials
director Surapong PLOENSANG. It will
be his feature film debut.
We will have to wait for a while to see
the films by these companies, but it is a
pleasure to see them try to broaden the
scope of the horror film genre in both
the domestic and international markets
through their various works.
by Huh Nam-woong (Film Critic)

GONJIAM: Haunted Asylum
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Trend

The Other Meaning of
’Goods‘ in Korea
The Era of Korean Film Promo Gifts

“After watching the film, I
received a goodie bag.”
Postings on internet
community boards and
social networks boasting
about promotional items
received in goodie bags
Microhabitat
at
special screenings
Artist rating
Badge
have become a common
occurrence. They usually
incite jealous responses from others, as
moviegoers these days can be just as
fanatical about items as they are about
the films themselves – or perhaps even
more so. In Korean, these are called
‘goods’, an English loanword that was
first used to designate products in
general but has recently been used more
often to refer specifically to limitededition items sold or given to consumers
across the cultural sector. Of course,
the film industry is no exception; the
production of promotional items has
long been a necessity to promote the
release of a film. This is especially true
of non-mainstream films, which usually
have a limited theatrical release and a
small budget dedicated to marketing.
Promotional gifts come in all shapes
and sizes; postcards, stickers, badges,
masking tape or mobile phone cases.
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Some gifts can even be based on props
seen in the film. A marketing strategy
that involves promotional gifts ensures
that the audience will keep talking about
the film, thus promoting it by word of
mouth. Therefore, marketers compete
to come up with the most unique and
popular items.
As Korea is now well into a new era of
promotional gifts, it is time to take a deep
look at this new practice that benefits
Korean non-mainstream films.

Why Should We Produce
Promotional Gifts?
According to JIN Myung-hyun, CEO of
distributor MOVement which specializes
in non-mainstream films, promotional
gifts are “a way to achieve maximum
publicity with low advertising expenses”.
At MOVement, the release of a new film
is accompanied by popular items such
as transparent photo frames, paper
coasters and printed film reviews. For
example, for the recent release of The
Goose Goes South , passport cases and
travel notebooks were produced as a nod
to the main protagonist’s trip to Osaka.
“Korean independent films usually have
marketing budgets far smaller than those
of foreign films, which makes marketing

Microhabitat
Tin Case

with promotional gifts all the more
crucial. The idea is to induce audiences
to voluntarily spread the word online
by coming up with gifts they might find
pretty and appealing.” JIN added, “We
have started recently to be much more
careful with the image conveyed by these
items – just like for posters.”
Due to budget restrictions, the quantity
of items produced rarely exceeds 300
units. It would be impossible to distribute
these products to thousands of spectators,
so there are more and more instances of
‘special package screenings’ organized
to give moviegoers the opportunity to
attend a screening and get hold of a
goodie bag. The aim is to promote the
film by word of mouth before its official
release and thus attract bigger audiences.
Despite the ticket prices being slightly
higher than for ordinary screenings, such
special events are extremely popular
among viewers. Screening gift bags often
increase the loyalty of audiences and
encourage multiple viewings. Sometimes,
audiences are even invited to prove how

many times they’ve seen the film (for
example, by leaving comments online),
and special gifts are given to those with
the highest number.
On the other hand, things can go the
other way around. In the case of 2017's
The Merciless (2017) (admittedly a
mainstream film), the film belatedly
gained a loyal following of fans who
became enthusiastic about getting its
promotional gifts. The film enjoyed
increasing popularity as
time passed, so much that
The Goose Goes South
photo books that had been
Passport Case
and Bottle
produced in a small batch
and distributed as limited
editions at the time of its
release were later sold on
online marketplaces. LEE Na-ri from
the film’s PR and marketing agency
Hohohobeach commented, “We prepared
about 700 gift bags for distribution at
premieres and other events, way before
the film’s fandom was formed. Now they
are known as ‘rare items’ and are still
sold between fans at high prices.” Some
avid fans of The Merciless even took it
upon themselves to produce other items
have garnered considerable popularity.
like mobile phone cases, cloth bags and
The release of Microhabitat (2017) back in
lighters.
March even led to a ‘badge crisis’. AHN
Some theaters have responded
Hyun-joo from CGV Arthouse explained,
enthusiastically to this new frenzy
‘The production of badges is a service
surrounding promo gifts. CGV
we’ve introduced in order to increase the
Arthouse, a brand of theaters dedicated
loyalty of our visitors.’
to non-mainstream films, is now
selecting a film every month for which
Blu-ray Packages: Owning One’s
it will produce complimentary badges,
Favorite Film
the cost of production being shared
The impact is not limited to films
equally between CGV Arthouse and
released in theaters. Blu-ray discs are
the film’s distributor. These items are
also expected to come in bundles. This
then given out to members of the Club
is due to the inherent physicality of
Arthouse with the ‘artist level’ status
the medium, which allows audiences
(which can be acquired by signing up for
to permanently own the film once its
a free membership and purchasing at
theatrical run is over. LIM Yoo-cheong
least five tickets for screenings at a CGV
from home video company Plain Archive,
Arthouse within a year). The badges

specialized in premium Blu-rays,
explained, “In a larger sense, Blu-ray
boxes are themselves some kind of goodie
bag, and so we put a lot of thought into
the items that come with each package
in order to maximize its value as a
keepsake.” The best example is the Bluray version of Old Boy (2003), released in
celebration of the film’s 10th anniversary.
The preparation was meticulous and
lasted for a long time. When the Blu-ray
finally came out in December 2016, all
750 copies of the limited-edition deluxe
box were sold in no time. The package
included 5 booklets: a book of essays, a
copy of the script, one of the storyboards,
a collection of previously unpublished
photographs from the film set, and a
photobook of the posters. In addition,
extra features included a 111-minutes
documentary titled Old Days .
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The Blu-ray of The Handmaiden (2016)
from CJ ENM was also handled by
Plain Archive as per the request of
director PARK Chan-wook. Inspired by
the enthusiastic response for the film’s
teaser poster produced in collaboration
with UK’s Empire Design, they included
a 48-page art book from them in the
limited quarter-slip edition. As a Bluray company, Plain Archive is greatly
concerned with the quality of the discs.
Nonetheless, given their reputation
for creating excellent bundles, there
have been numerous occasions where
consumers approached them first with
requests for specific items. Recently,
Plain Archive has started offering
additional products like OST albums and
photobooks. This August saw the release
of the OST album for Believer, which
hit cinemas across Korea back in May
and attracted over five million viewers.
On top of that, a photobook of about 200
pages containing previously unreleased
photographs by JUNG Jae-gu and stills
from the set is due to be published.

A Must for Non-Mainstream Films,
a Choice for Commercial Films
Badges have emerged as the most popular
promo items. These days, badges are
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From Left :
Habgyeoktang
(The Queen of Crime ),
Photo Book
(The Merciless ),
Tote Bag made by
Sosimin Work

made for almost nine out of ten
films released in theaters. PARK
Hye-jin from at9 Film pointed out
that “much like stamps different types
of badges can be collected”, adding that
“small and pretty items that can be
easily collected are more popular than
practical ones. In fact, many say that the
second most popular promotional gifts
these days, after badges, are actually the
fabric posters on which you can attach
badges. We definitely get less interest
from audiences when we produce items
others than badges.” In time for the
recent distribution of Last Child (2017),
at9 Film opted for the production of
badges. In the case of The Spy Gone
North , a small number of badges were
made based on the characters in the
film. PARK Hye-young, from the film’s
PR and promotion agency End Credit,
believes that “nothing beats badges when
it comes to creating iconic promotional
gifts for a film”. Recently, they produced
badges for Illang: The Wolf Brigade and
offered them at special screenings and
fan greeting events.
In some cases, props are used to produce
specific promo gifts. Surprisingly, they
can be even produced in print shops.
The increasing popularity of these items

means that Daekyung Total,
a Korean company with an
extensive experience in bulk printing
and advertisement, is getting busier than
ever. In recent years, the production of
posters and promotional items has become
a central part of its business. The idea for
‘Habgyeoktang’ (the ‘Drink of Success’),
produced as a promo gift for The Queen
of Crime (2016), came from the drink of
the same name that is popular among
the students attending the private school
in the film. Daekyung Total produced a
package containing authorized food items
and, with the help of a barista, ensured
that the bottle of Dutch coffee included
in the bag remained in good condition
until the expiry date. The past few years
have seen the emergence of small-scale
companies specializing in the production
of promo gifts such as Sosimin Work
and Worlds of Ddanjit. They make
popular small items like masking tape,
glasses and flip books. A number of film
festivals in Korea collaborate with these
small-scale companies to produce their
official merchandising sold during the
festival. Sosimin Work designed the tote
bag, pouch, notebook and badge sold at
this year’s Jeonju International Film
Festival. Of those, tote bags and pouches

were completely sold out by the third
day of the event.
With only a few exceptions, the situation
regarding promotional products linked
to mainstream films is rather different.
The two parts of Along with the Gods set
a record in the Korean film industry by
attracting each over ten million viewers.
Despite the huge box office success, little
effort went into creating promo items for
the film. Its PR and marketing agency
Delight organized a special event back in
August where both parts were screened
consecutively, followed by a Q&A session
with the director and the cast. A total of
1,000 magnets were produced as special
gifts given to everyone who attended
the screening. Apart from USB sticks
distributed at a few other screenings, no
other items were made for Along with
the Gods . “This is because the utility
of promotional products for commercial
films is limited – usually for distribution
at special screenings or as gifts for
reviews”, explained YOO Hyo-jung from
Delight. “Unlike non-mainstream films
or some foreign films targeted at specific
groups, Korean commercial films must
appeal to a wide range of people, from
teenagers to people in their sixties. This
is the reason why Korean commercial
films tend to produce promotional
materials with a wider use like fans
rather than pretty items.”

How Effective Are Goods?
The industry’s verdict on promo
gifts is not always favorable. In the
words of JO Seong-kyung
from at9 Film, “Attractive
goods for a poorly made film
do not necessarily lead to
box office success.” One
film industry professional
who wished to remain
anonymous confessed,

Purchasing
and Experiencing
Promo Gifts
First Hand

There are now stores that respond to the
demand from audiences to own promo items.
Design studio Propaganda runs a concept store
dedicated entirely to film merchandising on the
last Saturday of every month. For now, it may only
occupy a small corner of their office, but the response

has already been enthusiastic. The store offers posters and
merchandising items designed by Propaganda as well as film-related products that CEO CHOi
Ji-woong found in Korea and abroad. Choi stated, “I’ve opened this store so that I could create
the merchandising items I would like to own myself and share them with people who have
similar tastes”. He added, “As the promo item market gets overheated, there are certain side
effects. Some people only come to theaters to receive the gifts and leave without watching
the film. Yet, non-mainstream films don’t have the luxury of choice and depend on these
items to get promoted. The store opened only a few months ago but the number of visitors
we’ve had so far confirms the potential of the film merchandising market.”

Cinema Shop
opened by
Propaganda

“The production of promo items has
been exhausting me recently. For some
movies, it is just not appropriate to give
out promo items, but I have to constantly
wonder what to make next. I often feel
like I’m participating in a pointless
competition.” Industry
professionals agree that
promo gifts have become
an important marketing
tool for non-mainstream
films but producing
promo items just for
The Spy
Gone North
the sake of promo
Badge

items should be avoided.
Nevertheless, the current popularity of
promo items is expected to continue for
some time. Across the cultural sector –
cinema, literature and music – the fever
surrounding limited editions is raging
still. Many observed, “We’re living in
a time when people chase after limited
items instead of factory products, exhibit
pretty things on online social media,
and seek unique beauty, therefore the
interest in film promo gifts is not likely
to disappear anytime soon.”
by Lee Eun-sun (Film journalist)
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REPORT

A Film for Every Taste

Programmers Pick Their Favorite
Korean Works of the Past Year
While Korean cinema is dominant in its home market and has become a firm favorite of film lovers around the world
over the past two decades, the kinds of films that are appreciated by general audiences in Korea and international
festivals across the globe tend to be quite different. It is well known that low-budget auteurs such as Hong Sangsoo
and KIM Ki-duk typically enjoy more popularity in Europe than in their home markets, but as Korean cinema, particularly
its independent realm, has proliferated, so too has the range of tastes surrounding Korean films.
In order to consider how the diverse pantheon on contemporary Korean cinema piques different interests around the
world, we have asked programmers across three different continents from some of the world’s most notable film
festivals, spanning arthouse, genre or commercial cinema, to share with us a few words on their favorite Korean films
of the past 12 months.
Benjamin Ilos
Programmer, Director’s Fortnight, Cannes Film Festival
To state that JEONG Ga-young’s Hit the Night , a film
tackling power plays during an informal film audition,
was topical when it premiered last year at the Busan
International Film Festival amidst the tremors of the
Weinstein scandal, would be a plain understatement.
Singling out the finesse she demonstrates as a director,
both behind and in front of the camera, would only put
the focus on the obvious gender-bending qualities of an
otherwise rich, imaginative and intimately felt comedy
of manners that not only reminds us of JEONG’s most
notorious countryman well-versed in this genre, but revives
their peers and leaves one hopeful that she will long
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continue to search for the elusive point at which the trivial
meets the sublime.

Roberto Cueto
Programmer, San Sebastian International Film Festival
LIM Tae-gue’s first film – winner of the Korean Competition
Award at the Jeonju International Film Festival in 2017 and
selected for the New Directors competition in San Sebastian
that same year – The Seeds of Violence follows a single day
in the life of two recruits trapped in the harsh reality of
mandatory military service. Through their brief odyssey,
the film develops a sharp look at the harmful rituals of
masculinity in the army but also its aftereffects on Korean
society. LIM’s realistic and uncompromising visual style

goes directly to the core of a dramatic situation that some
young Koreans have to face every day.

Mike Hostench
Co-Director, Sitges International Fantastic Film Festival
of Catalonia
Like revenge cinema or K-Horror, extreme social dramas
are an intrinsically local and instantly identifiable
subgenre within Korean cinema. After My Death , from
first-time director KIM Ui-seok, is in the same league as
the best examples of this Korean genre that is masterful
in its excess and how it pushes the boundaries of human
drama, a universe that oscillates between revenge, thriller
and horror. With LEE Su-jin’s sublime Han Gong-ju (2014)
and July JUNG’s A Girl at My Door (2014), After My
Death closes an unintentional trilogy of female-led extreme
dramas dealing with the different levels of abuse against
young women, among the most entrenched social problems of today’s Korea. Without giving up its social charge,
the film use the cinematic language of genre cinema and is
fueled by an ace cast.

Thierry Jobin
Artistic Director, Fribourg International Film Festival
The Fribourg International Film Festival, which has
always adored Korean cinema, and all of Switzerland
hold a dear memory of Director LEE Chang-dong’s visit
in 2011, the year that his sublime film Poetry earned the
Grand Prize. It wasn’t the first work the master presented
in Fribourg and it was thus with febrile impatience that I
dashed to see Burning in Cannes… Since then, I wonder
if the jury on the Croisette , which failed to award it any
prizes, merely watched it. Its intelligence and subtlety,
its beauty and mysteries, its purity of language and its
burning passion for cinema made it my Palme d’Or.

From left
Hit the Night, Winter’s Night,
The Seeds of Violence, Burning

After My Death

Evrim Ersoy
Creative Director, Fantastic Fest
One of the unexpected highlights of the last 12 months,
KANG Yun-sung’s The Outlaws , a brilliant take on the
cops vs. gangsters genre, is elevated to new heights by the
outstanding central performance of Don LEE (aka MA
Dong-seok) who imbues his role with a rare lived-in quality.
Instead of the sharp-angled skyscrapers and the bright
lights of Seoul we are so used to seeing, the film firmly
plants its feet in the tangle of tiny side streets and paints
a memorable portrait of the parts of the city not often seen
in movies. A delight from start to finish, The Outlaws
represents what Korean cinema does best: bringing local
flavor to an international audience without compromising
its unique qualities.

Marcelo Alderete
Programmer, Mar del Plata International Film Festival
Made under the banner of the Jeonju Cinema Project,
that miraculous space that the Jeonju International Film
Festival has been able to create and maintain for years,
Winter's Night is the third film by JANG Woo-jin. After
the acclaimed A Fresh start (2014) and Autumn, Autumn
(2016), he expands his universe, not from a narrative point
of view but from a mise-en-scène standpoint as stories of
two couples seem to travel through time and space in the
director’s beloved city of Chuncheon, but this time, thanks
to a virtuoso use of light, it looks like a place created in
a film studio. In that particular mixture of realism and
artifice, at times phantasmagoric, is where Winter's Night
shines brighter than any other current film.
By Pierce Conran
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UPCOMING FILMS

23

Must-see
Korean Films

CJ Entertainment

Take Point
2018 | TBA | Military, Action
DIRECTOR KIM Byung-woo CAST HA Jung-woo, LEE Sun-kyun, Jennifer Ehle, Kevin Durand
RELEASE DATE 4Q 2018 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 2179 6771 Email filmsales@cj.net

It’s the day of the US presidential election in 2024, and a Korean soldier called
Ahab (HA Jung-woo) from the private military company Black Lizards leads his
team into an underground bunker located 30 meters below Panmunjeom, where a
secret conference is taking place. They’ve been ordered by the CIA to kidnap the
Armed Forces Minister of North Korea. Suddenly, the team comes under attack.
With the looming possibility of another World War, Ahab confronts YOON Jieui (LEE Sun-kyun), a North Korean military doctor. While most films dealing
with the division of the Korean peninsula create tension by establishing an
opposition between the two sides, this film centers on the perspective of Ahab,
who finds himself somewhere between Koreans and foreigners, and thus sets
the story against the backdrop of complex international relations. The real time
events unfolding in the underground bunker’s limited space heighten the sense of
immediacy. Director KIM Byung-woo, who previously drew much attention with
his debut feature The Terror, LIVE – the story of a news anchor being blackmailed
by a terrorist on live TV – is at his best again.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)
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DEFAULT
2018 | TBA l Drama
DIRECTOR CHOI Kook-hee CAST KIM Hye-soo, YOO Ah-in,
HUH Joon-ho, Vincent CASSEL
RELEASE DATE 4Q 2018 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 2179 6771
Email filmsales@cj.net

From A Taxi Driver (May 18th
Democratic Uprising), 1987: When the
Day Comes (the June Struggle) to The
Spy Gone North (the intelligence war
against North Korea during the 1990s),
several Korean films have explored
the modern history of Korea on screen.
Default takes us back to the time of
Korea’s IMF crisis in 1997. It’s exactly
a week before the country falls into the
state of sovereign default, and people
show various responses to the huge
wave of change sweeping across Korean
society. Si-hyun (KIM Hye-soo), the
monetary policy manager of the Bank of
Korea, tries to stem the financial crisis.
A financial consultant named Jung-hak
(YOO Ah-in) senses a disaster and hopes
to use the situation to his advantage by
betting against the country. Unaware
of the imminent future, Gap-su (HUH
Joon-ho), a small factory owner, is
elated at winning a big contract. The
characters getting enmeshed in the
tempest of the economic crisis aptly
portray the commotion across Korean
society. Also noteworthy is the casting
of Vincent Cassel for the role of the IMF
managing director.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Contents Panda

Rampant
2018 | 127 MIN l Action
DIRECTOR KIM Sung-hoon
CAST HYUN Bin, JANG Dong-gun
RELEASE DATE October 25, 2018
CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286
Email sales@its-new.co.kr

The Great Battle
2018 | 135 MIN l Action, Period
DIRECTOR KIM Kwang-sik
CAST ZO In-sung, NAM Joo-hyuk, PARK Sung-woong
RELEASE DATE 19 September 2018 (Korea)
CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286
Email sales@its-new.co.kr

In 645 AD, Emperor Taizong of the
Tang dynasty aka YI Se-min from
China (PARK Sung-woong) invades
Goguryeo. After thoroughly destroying
many of Goguryeo’s major fortresses,
the Tang army heads for Ansi Fortress.
The court of Goguryeo sends troops to
stop the invasion but fail miserably. The
commander of the Ansi Fortress, YANG
Manchun (ZO In-sung) and his people
find themselves besieged by the Tang
army and decide to fight against their
enemies by themselves. Some 5,000
Korean soldiers put up a fierce battle
against the Tang army of 200,000, and
YANG Manchun achieves victory for
Goguryeo. At the end of the 88-day
battle, the invading forces had no choice
but to give up. This war film is a rare
period drama set in Goguryeo. With
a production cost of KRW 21.5 billion
(USD 19.1 million), The Great Battle is
a unique blockbuster film from Korea.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Prince Ganglim (HYUN Bin), who
has been held hostage by the Qing
Dynasty in China, returns to the
Kingdom of Joseon only to find ‘night
demons’ (which are neither dead nor
alive) plaguing his homeland. A man
with excellent martial skills, Ganglim
takes it upon himself to resolve the
situation. Lurking behind the crisis is
a conspiracy devised by KIM Ja-joon
(JANG Dong-gun), a figure of absolute
evil threatening Joseon. Rampant is an
action-packed blockbuster that presents
spectacular battle scenes between
Joseon warriors and night demons. It is
no exaggeration to say that the zombie
genre was unheard of in Korean cinema
until a few years ago. However, the
success of Train to Busan (2016), which
attracted 11.56 million viewers in Korea
alone, heralded an era of ‘Korean-style
zombie films’. Rampant is a fascinating
new addition to this trend. Following
Confidential Assignment , which was
released in early 2017 and attracted
7.81 million viewers in Korea, director
KIM Sung-hoon is joined once again by
HYUN Bin in the lead role.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Swing Kids
2018 | TBA l Drama
DIRECTOR KANG Hyoung-chul CAST DOH Kyung-soo, Jared
GRIMES, PARK Hye-su, OH Jung-se, KIM Min-ho
RELEASE DATE Winter, 2018 CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286
Email sales@its-new.co.kr

The latest film from KANG Hyoungchul, director of Sunny (2011) and
Tazza-The Hidden Card (2014), this film
is based on the Korean musical RHO
Ki-soo . In 1951, at the height of the
Korean War, a rebellious North Korean
soldier named Ki-soo (DOH Kyungsoo) is held captive in the Geojedo
Prison Camp in South Korea. There,
he becomes enraptured by the world of
tap dancing through Jackson (Jared
GRIMES), an officer from Broadway.
Jackson’s dance team soon welcomes
other members with stories of their
own. Yet, their enjoyment of tap dancing
is threatened by the clash of ideologies
arising from the war. While it is fun to
witness the excitement of tap dancing,
the humanity blooming from those born
at a time where everything is judged
by a political dichotomy of ‘left’ and
‘right’ is especially moving. The director
certainly has a special gift for making
cheerful comedies, full of youthful
energy and liveliness, as well as
touching our hearts at the most crucial
moment. DOH Kyung-soo, a member of
popular K-pop group EXO, plays Ki-soo.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)
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Cinema DAL

Possible Faces

Finecut

2017 | 131 MIN | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Kang-hyun CAST KIM Saebyeok,
PARK Jonghwan, YUN Jongseok, PAIK Soojang
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT Cinema DAL
Tel +82 2 337 2135 Fax +82 2 325 2137
Email sales@cinemadal.com

Grown Up
2018 | 98 MIN | Documentary
DIRECTOR JANG Hyeyeong CAST JANG Hyeyeong, JANG
Hyejeong, Yoon Jeongmin, Lee Eunkyeong, Yoo Inseo
RELEASE DATE December, 2018 CONTACT Cinema DAL
Tel +82 2 337 2135 Fax +82 2 325 2137
Email sales@cinemadal.com

Following in the footsteps of powerful
non-fiction works from Korea that
have chronicled disabilities, such as
YI Seung-jun’s Planet of Snail (2011)
or Wind on the Moon (2014), Grown
Up from JANG Hyeyeong is a new
documentary out of Korea which
debuted in competition this year at the
20th edition of the Seoul International
Women’s Film Festival, where it earned
a Special Mention from the jury.
Director JANG points her camera
squarely at her own life as she
chronicles her decision to take JANG
Hyejeong, her younger sister by one
year, out of the facility she has resided
in since she was thirteen to come and
live with her. JANG’s camera explores
the first six months of the pair’s life as
they try to adapt Hyejeong’s moderately
severe developmental disability to the
world around them, following her 17
years of seclusion from the prying and
judgmental eyes of society.
by Pierce Conran
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From last year’s Busan International
Film Festival, where it picked up the
Citizen Critics' Award, Possible Faces
by director LEE Kang-hyun examines,
in a subtle story of modern-day
malaise and disenchantment, several
different characters as they navigate
their complicated city lives and
experience familiar disappointments.
An administrative employee at his
school, Ki-sun becomes curious about
Jin-soo, a member of the school’s soccer
team. Hye-jin, Ki-sun’s ex-girlfriend,
is helping her mother to renovate her
small restaurant after quitting her
office job. Meanwhile, Hyun-soo, who
works as a courier, weaves around these
characters as each goes about their day.
This detailed character study doubles
as an acting showcase for several major
talents in the indie realm, notably KIM
Saebyeok, who recently impressed in
KIM Dae-hwan’s The First Lap year,
and PARK Jonghwan, a Best Actor
Award winner from the Wildflower
Film Awards for The Boys Who Cried
Wolf (2015). Possible Faces is director
LEE’s first narrative feature, following
a pair of earlier documentaries.
by Pierce Conran

Hotel by the River
2019 | 96 MIN l Drama
DIRECTOR Hong Sangsoo
CAST Ki Joobong, Kim Minhee, Song Seonmi, Kwon
Haehyo, Yu Junsang
RELEASE DATE Spring, 2019 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662
Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Korean auteur Hong Sangsoo’s latest
film Hotel by the River was the
recipient of the Best Actor Award
(for Ki Joobong) at the 71st Locarno
International Film Festival. While
staying at a riverside hotel, poet
Younghwan (Ki Joobong) senses his
death is imminent and calls his two
sons, Kyungsoo (Kwon Haehyo) and
Byungsoo (Yu Junsang), who have been
estranged from each other. Younghwan
wishes for a family reconciliation
but conversation does not come easy.
Meanwhile, Sanghee (Kim Minhee),
who has been betrayed by her livein boyfriend, is also staying at this
hotel by the river. While taking a
walk around the hotel covered in snow
with her friend Yeonju (Song Seonmi),
Sanghee runs into Younghwan. Hong
Sangsoo once again brilliantly conveys
a heartwarming moment in the midst
of all the unexpected ironies of life.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Monstrum

INDIESTORY

The Goose Goes South

2018 | 105 MIN l Creature
DIRECTOR HUH Jong-ho CAST KIM Myung-min, KIM Inkwon, LEE Hye-ri, CHOI Woo-shik
RELEASE DATE September 12, 2018 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662
Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

2018 | 108 MIN | Music Drama, Romance
DIRECTOR BAEK Jae-ho, LEE Hee-seop
CAST Kang-doo, Hori Haruna, Snow
RELEASE DATE August 30, 2018
CONTACT INDIESTORY Inc.
Tel +82 10 2211 4418 Fax +82 2 722 6055
Email indiestory.sales@gmail.com

Along with Rampant – a zombie story
set in the Joseon era – Monstrum joins
the new Korean trend of ‘fantasy action
period drama’. In the 22nd year of
the reign of King Jungjong of Joseon
(1527 AD), a plague rages throughout
the whole country, and fear spreads as
rumors abound of a creature known
as Monstrum roaming about Mt.
Inwangsan. Rumor has it that if you
run into Monstrum, you’ll either be
killed or infected with the plague. King
Jungjong suspects that all this is part
of a political conspiracy plotted against
him. He calls back General Yun Kyum
(KIM Myung-min) from his retirement,
and orders him to investigate the
matter. Yun Kyum is joined by his
right-hand man Sung Han (KIM Inkwon), daughter Myung (LEE Hye-ri),
and royal court officer Hur (CHOI Wooshik). Monstrum is not just a product of
imagination. The Annals of the Joseon
Dynasty contains a record of a creature
that ‘looks like a shaggy dog and is as
big as a foal’. The film’s central tension
lies in the effort to uncover whether or
not Monstrum is real.

Inspired by his own trip to the
Tempozan Ferris Wheel in Osaka,
director BAEK Jae-ho returns with
his second film, this time joined by codirector LEE Hee-seop. Like BAEK’s
debut We Will Be OK , an indie drama
about young wannabe filmmakers
which bowed in the New Currents
competition of the Busan International
Film Festival in 2014, The Goose Goes
South takes a look at Korean youths
trying to make sense of where their
lives should be heading. Woo-joo spends
time in Osaka during a business trip,
fulfilling the role of his boss, who
recently disappeared in a boating
accident. Late at night, after several
drinks, he spots a man who resembles
his superior, and follows him to a bar.
He misses his flight and quits his job
the next day, opting to play music in this
bar as he waits for his boss to return.
The Goose Goes South , a Korea-Japan
co-production that was shot on location
in Osaka, had its world summer in the
Korean Fantastic Features competition
lineup at the Bucheon International
Fantastic Film Festival (BiFan).

by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Goodbye Summer
2019 | TBA | Drama, Romance
DIRECTOR Park Ju-young CAST Jung Jewon, KIM Bora
RELEASE DATE Summer, 2019
CONTACT INDIESTORY Inc.
Tel +82 10 2211 4418 Fax +82 2 722 6055
Email indiestory.sales@gmail.com

Goodbye Summer is a timeless teenage
romance chronicling an impossible
relationship that fights against the
advance of a terminal disease. Park
Ju-young directs this youth drama
featuring rising stars Jung Jewon
(ONE) and KIM Bora.
Hyun-jae is a young man suffering
from a terminal illness who, despite
his timidity, confesses his feelings to
his first love Sumin, a student who is
focused on her studies. However, during
the fleeting summer of their 19th year,
Hyun-jae, Sumin and Ji-hoon, Hyunjae’s best friend, enter an emotional
maelstrom as Hyun-jae loses both of
them and keeps his medical condition
to himself. Goodbye Summer marks
the feature film acting debut of Jung
Jewon, who is better known by his
stage name as the South Korean rapper
ONE. KIM Bo-ra has an extensive
list of film and TV credits, including a
leading role in Night Song .

by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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Little Big Pictures

The Night of the Hunter
2019 | Post-production l Thtriller, Action
DIRECTOR YOON Sung-hyun CAST LEE Je-hoon, CHOI
Woo-shik, AHN Jae-hong, PARK Jung-min, PARK Hae-soo
RELEASE DATE 2019
CONTACT Little Big Pictures PARK Doo-hee (Manager of
International Business)
Tel +82 70 4266 2370 Fax +82 2 2263 8812
Email doohee@little-big.co.kr

Wedding Again? Working title
2019 | Post-production l Romance, Comedy
DIRECTOR PARK Yong jib CAST KWON Sang-woo, LEE
Jung-hyun, LEE Jong-hyuk, SUNG Dong-il, JUNG Sang
hoon, KIM Hyun sook
RELEASE DATE 2019
CONTACT Little Big Pictures PARK Doo-hee (Manager of
International Business)
Tel +82 70 4266 2370 Fax +82 2 2263 8812
Email doohee@little-big.co.kr

It’s been six months since Hyun-woo
(KWON Sang-woo) and Sun-young
(LEE Jung-hyun) got divorced. Though
enjoying his single life, Hyun-woo feels
upset and confused when his ex-wife
turns up out of the blue with a new
boyfriend. He is bothered by the sight
of her with another man. To make
matters worse, her new boyfriend is
none other than Sang-cheol (LEE Jonghyuk), Hyun-woo’s arch-enemy since
high school. Sang-cheol asks Hyunwoo for advice regarding his romance
with Sun-young, and the three of them
develop complicated and unpredictable
relationships. Evoking sympathy from
the audience with regards to the reality
of romance and marriage in our time,
the film hopes to follow in the footsteps
of the recent romantic hit films Be
With You (2018) and On Your Wedding
Day (2018).
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)
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Korea in 2040 is burdened with a huge
gap between the rich and poor caused
by an economic collapse. A youth living
in a slum named Joon-seok (LEE Jehoon) and his friends turn to criminal
activity for survival. But when money
loses its value, they plan one last
good haul to escape the hell they find
themselves in. Joon-seok and his two
loyal friends Gi-hoo (CHOI Woo-shik)
and Jang-ho (AHN Jae-hong) are joined
by Sang-soo (PARK Jung-min) in their
scheme to rob a private casino. Just
when they think everything has worked
out perfectly, a mysterious man called
Han (PARK Hae-soo) begins to chase
them. The Night of the Hunter is the
second feature film from YOON Sunghyun, whose debut work, Bleak Night
(2011), earned him the title of ‘most
promising new director’. The director’s
delicate rendition of subtle emotions
and relationships among young people
comes to the fore once again in this
film which brings together some of
the hottest stars in the Korean film
industry.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Mr.Zoo
2019 | In production l Adventure, Comedy
DIRECTOR KIM Tae Yun CAST LEE Sung Min,
BAE Jung Nam, KAL So Won, KIM Seo Hyung
RELEASE DATE 2019
CONTACT Little Big Pictures PARK Doo-hee (Manager of
International Business)
Tel +82 70 4266 2370 Fax +82 2 2263 8812
Email: doohee@little-big.co.kr

An ace agent at the National
Intelligence, Tae-joo (LEE Sung Min)
is on the highway to success. Even
though he is averse to animals, for
the sake of his career he takes on
the job of accompanying Panda Ming
Ming, a special envoy from China.
However, at the welcome party,
Ming Ming gets kidnapped by an
international terrorist organization.
Tae-joo chases after the terrorists
but passes out after hitting his head
against something. When he comes
to, he realizes he now has the ability
to communicate with animals. Next,
he and Ally, a proud military dog who
is the only witness of the kidnappers,
must join forces to save Ming Ming.
What follows is a humorous story of
how Tae-joo resolves the case with his
canine partner. Mr. Zoo is a comedy
with a unique subject matter that is
rarely found in Korean commercial
films. Actor LEE Sung Min (The Spy
Gone North; The Witness ) warms our
hearts in the lead role.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Lotte Entertainment

Mirovision

Intimate Strangers

Dogs in the House

2018 | 120 MIN | Human, Drama
DIRECTOR JQ Lee
CAST YOU Hai-jin, CHO Jin-woong, LEE Seo-jin, YEOM
Jung-a, KIM Ji-soo, SONG Ha-yoon, YOON Kyung-ho
RELEASE DATE Fall, 2018 CONTACT Lotte
Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3534 Fax +82 2 3470 3549
Email international@lotte.net

2019 l TBD l Thriller, Black Comedy
DIRECTOR SHIN Hae-gang
CAST KIM Yeong-ho, KIM Jeong-pal, LEE Seung-hyeon
RELEASE DATE 1Q 2019 CONTACT Mirovision
Tel +82 2 797 7589 Fax +82 2 797 7587
Email market@mirovision.com

Four childhood friends and their wives
(a group of seven) sit down for dinner
at the housewarming party of Seokho, a breast cancer specialist who is
married to neurologist Ye-jin. During
dinner, Ye-jin suggests they play a
new game where they are to place
their phones on the table and share
the entire contents. What starts out as
an innocent game soon results in an
unexpected turn of events that reveal
their true faces. As one secret after
another is forced out in the open, they
grow anxious. Tension fills the air as
they lose their trust in one another and
gradually become intimate strangers.
The latest film from JQ Lee, whose
credits include The Fatal Encounter ,
is a remake of the Italian film Perfect
Strangers , and stars YOU Hai-jin,
CHO Jin-woong, LEE Seo-jin, and
YOON Kyung-ho as the childhood
friends and YEOM Jung-a, KIM Ji-soo,
and SONG Ha-yoon as their partners.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

The Witness Working title
2019 | TBD | Human, Drama
DIRECTOR LEE HAN
CAST JUNG Woo-sung, KIM Hyang-gi
RELEASE DATE 2019
CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3534 Fax +82 2 3470 3549
Email international@lotte.net

The latest film from LEE HAN, director
of Punch (2011), Threads of Lies (2013)
and A Melody to Remember (2015), is a
human drama featuring a lawyer who
takes on a murder case and meets an
autistic girl who is the only eyewitness.
JUNG Woo-sung plays a salaried
lawyer named Soon-ho, who, despite his
decent appearance, struggles to hold
himself together. JUNG is expected to
have taken a new turn in his acting
career through his portrayal of a
character who strives to secure a place
at a large law firm–much like when he
played the corrupt prosecutor driven by
his pursuit of power in The King . KIM
Hyang-gi, who previously played the
lovely guardian warrior Deok-chun in
the Along with the Gods series, plays Jiwoo, the autistic girl who witnesses the
murder. The stellar cast includes LEE
Kyu-hyung as Hee-joong, the prosecutor
who supports Ji-woo’s testimony, and
YEOM Hye-ran as housekeeper Mi-ran.
As with the director’s previous works,
the audience can look forward to a story
full of humanity.

One of this year’s contestants in the
Korean Fantastic Features competition
of the Bucheon International Fantastic
Film Festival (BiFan), Dogs in the
House , the feature debut of filmmaker
SHIN Hae-gang, takes a blackly
humorous approach to the eternal
struggle for material gain.
Su-ro runs a dilapidated bathhouse
but is in danger of losing his nest egg
because of the sketchy loan he took out
from his senior Man-seok to finance it.
However, Man-seok has his own money
troubles due to a messy divorce so he
strikes a deal with Su-ro to kill his wife.
Before long, Su-ro discovers that Manseok may be trying to pull one over on
him and he takes matters into his own
hands with a new scheme that doesn’t
go according to plan. Dogs in the Hous e
kicks off as Su-ro and Man-seok talk
about life in Su-ro’s bathhouse and ask
each other the eternal question: “How
much money will make someone happy?”
SHIN’s film shows how far people will
go to reach their golden number.
by Pierce Conran

by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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Our Body

M-LINE DISTRIBUTION

2018 | 94 MIN l Drama
DIRECTOR HAN Ka-ram CAST MOON CHOI, AHN Ji-hye
RELEASE DATE TBD
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION JIN PARK
Tel 82 2 796 2425 Fax 82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Miss Baek
2018 | 95 MIN l Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Ji-won
CAST HAN Ji-min, KIM Si-a, LEE Hui-joon
RELEASE DATE October 11, 2018
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION JIN PARK
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Emailsales@mline-distribution.com

BAEK Sang-ah (HAN Ji-min) trusts
no one. Thanks to her alcoholic mother,
she got a criminal record at a young
age and now struggles to make ends
meet by working at a car wash. One
cold winter day, Sang-ah runs into a
9-year-old girl named Ji-eun (KIM
Si-a) whose entire body bears marks
of child abuse. Sang-ah resolves to do
everything she can to save this little
girl from her abusive father, a video
game addict. Written and directed
by LEE Ji-won, Miss Baek is the
director’s debut feature. Not only is it
the first feature film of a young woman
director but it also presents a serious
exploration of child abuse. In addition,
it tells the story of a woman, who, as
a disadvantaged member of society,
wishes to help another woman whose
situation is not far from hers. The film’s
tone and characters mark a departure
from the masculine and dynamic charm
usually found in Korean films.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

The Odd Family:
Zombie on Sale
2018 | TBD l Zombie Comedy
DIRECTOR LEE Min-jae
CAST JUNG Jae-young, KIM Nam-gil, UM Ji-won
RELEASE DATE December, 2018
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION JIN PARK
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

The pharmaceutical company Human
Bio accidently creates Zzongbie (JUNG
Ga-ram) while running illegal clinical
tests. Next, the Park family, which
is living in a peaceful mountain
village where they run a gas station,
gets mixed up with Zzongbie. The illtempered father (PARK In-hwan)
dreams of spending the rest of his life
in Hawaii. The eldest son, Jun-geol
(JUNG Jae-young) is looked down on
by the entire family, while his heavily
pregnant wife Nam-ju (UM Ji-won)
manages the household. The second son
Min-geol (KIM Nam-gil) has moved
back to his old home after being laid
off. Last but not least, there is the
youngest daughter Hae-geol (LEE Sugyeong). Rather than getting shocked
by the arrival of Zzongbie, they notice
that his bite has filled their father with
new energy. They go as far as to plan
to use him to their benefit. The fun
and original scenario written by the
director himself already drew much
attention in the early planning stage.
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)
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Ja-young (MOON CHOI) has spent 8
years preparing for the national civil
service examination but to no avail.
Now in her 30s, she is at odds with her
mother and wants to get away from her.
Steeped in despair, one day, Ja-young
has a chance encounter with a lively
girl named Hyun-joo (AHN Ji-hye).
As they exercise together, Ja-young
regains energy and starts a part-time
job at the research firm of her friend
Min-ji (NOH Su-san-na). Her happiness
at reinventing herself is short-lived
however. In the end, she cannot tear
herself away from her long-term
problems. Our Body has been completed
through the Feature Program of
the Korean Academy of Film Arts
(KAFA) (established by the Korean
Film Council), where three students
from each year’s graduating class are
selected and given support for their
feature film projects. Director HAN
Ka-ram’s debut feature was invited to
the 43rd Toronto International Film
Festival (‘Discovery’) and this year’s
Busan International Film Festival
(‘Korean Cinema Today–Vision’).
by JANG Rhana (Film Journalist)

Showbox

Unstoppable
2018 | TBD | Action
DIRECTOR KIM Min-ho
CAST Don LEE (aka MA Dong-seok),
KIM Sung-oh, SONG Ji-hyo
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5657 Fax +82 2 3444 6688
Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Dark Figure of Crime
2018 | 109 MIN | Thriller Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Tae-gyoon | Spring, Snow
CAST KIM Yoon-seok, JU Ji-hoon
RELEASE Date October 3, 2018 CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5657 Fax +82 2 3444 6688
Email sales@showbox.co.kr

KANG Tae-oh (JU Ji-hoon), a
convicted murderer serving a 15year sentence, confesses to additional
murders that have thus far remained
unknown. Detective KIM Hyungmin (KIM Yoon-seok) tries to uncover
the truth based on KANG’s new
confessions that no one else believes.
After watching the relevant episode
of the TV series Investigating the
Truth , director KIM Tae-gyoon spent
five years researching and conducting
interviews for this project. The
multiple twists in the plot coupled
with the intense psychological warfare
between the murderer and the
detective adds to the film’s dramatic
interest. KIM Yoon-seok successfully
conveys the tenacity of the detective
and playing the unfathomable KANG
Tae-oh opposite him is JU Ji-hoon.
That the film is shot entirely in Busan,
the city of the real-life incident, makes
it all the more chilling.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

A legendary gangster once upon a time,
Dong-chul (MA Dong-seok) defeats
villains with his bare hands to rescue
his kidnapped wife, Ji-soo (SONG Jihyo) in this action film. After marriage,
Dong-seok leaves his past behind and
leads an ordinary life. However, his
naive and reckless personality means
he makes one mistake after another
while running a business. One day,
upon returning home from work, Dongcheol gets a phone call from his wife’s
kidnapper and just loses it. MA Dongseok spent five years preparing for this
powerful action film with his creative
project group Team Gorilla. MA
highlights his own unique action style
seen previously in The Outlaws . SONG
Ji-hyo’s character Ji-soo, a strongwilled wife who has Dong-cheol under
her thumb, marks a departure from
her previous roles in New World and
What a Man Wants . The character of
Ki-tae who kidnaps Ji-soo and makes
Dong-cheol snap is portrayed by KIM
Sung-oh (The Man from Nowhere and
Missing You ).
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

Another Child
2019 | TBD | Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Yoon-seok
CAST YEOM Jung-a, KIM So-jin, KIM Hye-jun, PARK Sejin, KIM Yoon-seok
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5657 Fax +82 2 3444 6688
Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Actor KIM Yoon-seok makes his
directorial debut with Another Child ,
a film adaptation of a play of the same
title. KIM saw the play himself and
decided to adapt it for the screen. It is
the story of an ordinary 17-year-old
girl named Joo-ri, who faces confusion
in the world of grown-ups. Joo-ri
learns that her father (KIM Yoon-seok)
is having an affair with her friend
Yoon-ah’s mother. The two girls try to
put a stop to the affair, but to make
matters worse it turns out that Yoonah’s mother is pregnant. Ultimately,
they come face to face with a complex
problem. KIM Hye-jun (TV drama
Rain or Shine ) plays Joo-ri, and the
role of Yoon-ah has gone to a new face,
PARK Se-jin. YEOM Jung-a and KIM
Yoon-seok play opposite each other
as a married couple. KIM So-jin, the
female prosecutor in The King , has
taken on the role of Yoon-ah’s mother.
The synergy created by KIM Yoon-seok
and the production company Red Peter
Film (Train to Busan ) is definitely
something to watch out for.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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INTERVIEW

KUK Su-ran

Producer of The Spy Gone North (2018)
Director YOON Jong-bin’s The Spy Gone

North produced by Moonlight Film
and Sanai Pictures is a spy movie that
begins in the early 1990s and ends in
1997, at the dawn of the South Korean
presidential elections. The film tells
the story of a South Korean espionage
operation lead against North Korea and
the political circumstances surrounding
it. The fact that the film is based on
the real-life story of South Korean spy
PARK Chae-seo, code-named ]“Black
Venus,” adds spice to the narrative. Set
in a highly contentious period of recent
Korean history, The Spy Gone North
is an ambitious project that examines
political intrigue, espionage and the
so-called “Northern Wind” (North
Korea’s alleged attempts to influence
South Korean politics), against the
backdrop of scenes set in North and
South Korea as well as China. These
facts undoubtedly presented great
challenges for the production team.
Producer KUK Su-ran of Sanai Pictures,
who oversaw the entire production
process, played a central role in the
film’s success.
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Fueled by
courage and passion,
from start to finish

Now a seasoned veteran, Producer KUK made her first steps
in the film industry as a light operator on The Soul Guardian
(1998). She switched to the production side as an assistant
director on The Humanist (2001) and took part in Old Boy
(2003) as a unit production manager. She later worked as a
producer for The Berlin File (2013), The Shameless (2015),
and A Violent Prosecutor (2016). HAN Jae-duk, founder of
the production company Sanai Pictures, who has worked with
KUK on many occasions, says KUK’s greatest asset is her
“no-nonsense attitude.” Once she has taken on a job, she sees
it through to the end. And her strengths were on full display
during the production of The Spy Gone North .
Filming for The Spy Gone North began in January 2017 and took more
than six months to complete. From pre-production to the premiere, a

The Spy Gone North

grave. And I am really glad I took the job. I told the director
that working with him had been a joyful experience.

lot of your time and efforts have gone into this film.

All in all, it took a full thirty months actually. The preproduction took ten months and the post-production took
nearly a year. Originally, we hoped the film would come out
last winter but because it was such a large undertaking,
we needed more time to complete it. The director even
made some last-minute edits right after returning from the
midnight screening in Cannes Film Festival.
You initially turned down the offer to produce The Spy Gone North.

I have been a great admirer of Director YOON’s work,
including The Unforgiven (2005), The Moonlight of Seoul
(2008) and Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time (2012), but
when I was handed the scenario for The Spy Gone North ,
my gut reaction was fear. There was no doubt the scenario
was compelling, the director a superb talent, and the actors
accomplished. It was me I was worried about. The film was
clearly going to require a large budget, and I was worried
whether or not I would be able to manage the budget while
delivering the support needed for the director to make his
vision come true. I usually never look back once I have made
a decision, but in this case, I wasn’t sure I had made the right
choice turning down The Spy Gone North . I asked actress
JEON Do-yeon for advice and she told me, “No matter how
long you stay in this business, you never know when you will
have the chance to participate in a great film. This film will
give you an opportunity to grow as a producer, and it will be a
wonderful experience for your production team.” So, I plucked
up my courage and decided to go for it. Since I was joining
the project after initially rejecting it, I vowed to work around
the clock. After all, there will be plenty of time to sleep in my

What made the scenario attractive to you?

What drew me in was that it was the story of a South Korean
spy infiltrating the highest echelons of the North Korean
government until ultimately meeting with KIM Jong-il. It
focuses on one individual, a spy, amidst the political turmoil
on the Korean peninsula and shows how that one person
changed the course of history. Having worked on The Berlin
File , I already knew about Black Venus but not to this extent.
More than anything else, I was fascinated by the idea that
this would be a spy movie without the usual amount of action
scenes. During our first meeting, I told Director YOON,
“Even without relying on action sequences, the movie is able
to steadily build tension by following the main character as
he meets with a variety of people. Stay true to your vision.”
YOON thanked me for that. I think he was concerned that the
audience would come in expecting explosions, car chases, and
shootouts — the tropes of the genre — and since the budget
was so big, he felt maybe he owed them a mandatory action
scene. I think he was grateful for the fact that a colleague
shared and supported his vision. Director YOON asked for
two things from the get-go: a realistic portrayal of North
Korea and a lifelike rendering of KIM Jong-il.
This movie replaces fight scenes with verbal battles. It is dialogueheavy and the camera shifts to create angles that better reveal the
inner thoughts of the characters during such exchanges.

That is why we paid extra attention to location scouting.
Tension is built between characters that fight using words
rather than their fists, and the camera work focuses on the
psychological portrayal of these characters. Even if we steered
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The producer must find ways
to ensure that the staff is
able to uncompromisingly give life
to their vision while receiving
fair pay and guarantee
that the film will be of high quality,
while also finding ways to
add to the profit margin.
A Violent Prosecutor

clear of sensationalism, I believed that the audience would be
visually entertained by the sequence of locations which exude
an almost documentary-like realism.
Managing the budget must have been an ordeal as well. It might be a
burden but it is also an opportunity for producers to stand out.

The total production budget for The Spy Gone North was
KRW 16.5 billion (USD 15 million). I tried to cut back on
costs, but we ended up spending a lot of money. I was worried
someone might say, “The strengths of this movie are good
acting and skillful directing. Why did they need so much
money?” The staff, who worked so hard, did not deserve to
hear such hurtful words. Thankfully, what people ended up
saying was, “This is how you are supposed to use money on
a film.” (laughs) The producer must find ways to ensure that
the staff is able to uncompromisingly give life to their vision
while receiving fair pay and guarantee that the film will be
of high quality, while also finding ways to add to the profit
margin.

locations to film the movie in South Korea, North Korea and China.

The production team visited 152 sites while scouting for
locations. 130 of them appear in the movie. Fifteen percent
was shot in a studio and the rest was filmed on location.
Before we began filming, a team had spent two months
making the required arrangements in China. Out of the
blue, Director YOON suggested we shoot in Taiwan rather
than China. The buildings in Taiwan are smaller than the
ones in China and there was concern whether we could get
the feel we were looking for. The Chinese characters used in
Taiwan are different as well and would have to be fixed using
CGI. We would also have to bring over props from China or
make them ourselves. It seemed like things could spiral out
of control. The director promised he could get the job done in
Taiwan and confessed that he was primarily concerned with
the scenes in North Korea. He wanted them to be faithful
renditions. This ended up being a godsend. The Korea-China
THAAD dispute broke out. If we had gone there, we would
have lost all of our money. YOON would have made quite the
fortuneteller. (laughs)

Is there a secret to budgeting that you have learned along the way?

There are times when directors want to shoot a scene that
the producer knows will most likely be cut in the editing
room. When this happens, the producer needs to find the
right tone when broaching the topic. Rather than telling the
director, “Don’t shoot the scene, it will cost too much,” the
producer needs to offer a plan B. He or she can only do so if
they have been exhaustive in their preparation, starting with
pre-production.
The Spy Gone North is as much a period piece as it is an espionage
thriller. A lot of effort must have been poured into finding the right
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In the movie, PARK Suk-young (HWANG Jung-min) the spy, and
RI Myong-un (LEE Sung Min), Director of North Korea’s External
Economic Council, hold their first meeting at the North Korean
Restaurant Koryo in Beijing. I heard that this scene was actually shot
in Taoyuan, Taiwan?

The Koryo Restaurant was the last place we decided on
when we were scouting the 152 locations. Black Venus and
RI Myong-un hold their first meeting there, so we spent a
great deal of time finding the right place. I don’t know what
came over me. When we visited the spot, there was almost
no extraneous noise coming from the streets, but when we

went to shoot the scene, there was a lot of traffic passing by.
You could even hear the sound of dogs barking at each other.
The first rule of filming indoors is that you need to be able
to control what is happening outside as well, but I completely
blanked out on that one. It was one of the toughest moments
during The Spy Gone North ’s filming.
The hotel in Pyongyang, KIM Jong-il’s villa, and the Kuryong River
marketplace in Yongbyon are all very realistic.

The exterior of the hotel in Pyongyang was shot in Jungwon
University, which is located in Goesan, North Chungcheong
Province. They had never allowed a film crew to shoot there
but we negotiated with them for six months. There were
some unexpected complications along the way though. When
we finally received permission and were preparing to shoot,
some locals saw the North Korean propaganda pamphlets
and reported us to the cops. (laughs) The Kuryong River
marketplace was shot at a company’s residential complex
in Donghae, Gangwon Province. During the tech scout,
Director YOON visited the site and said he loved everything
about it, including the color of the dirt. The exterior of KIM
Jong-il’s villa was made using CGI. The interior, which was
thoroughly researched, was the brainchild of our art director,
PARK Il-hyun.
KIM Jong-il was very realistic. Since he is such a symbolic character, I

(2014), A Violent Prosecutor, The Sheriff in Town (2017), and The
Spy Gone North . You have worked with Director YOON as executive
producer and producer on A Violent Prosecutor but The Spy Gone
North is the first time you two teamed up as director and producer.

To be perfectly frank, I was not very comfortable with the
way Director YOON proposed ideas on the set of A Violent
Prosecutor. (laughs) At the time, I asked him to avoid doing
so during shooting and that we should discuss these matters
in advance while looking at the storyboard instead. It was
only later that I found out that Director YOON and the staff
at Moonlight Film had been involved in the development and
production of A Violent Prosecutor , and that Director LEE
Il-hyung had worked as an assistant director for Director
YOON. The two of them had their own way of doing things. I
was not flexible enough but I learned a lot during that project.
Inter-Korean relations and the political situation surrounding the
Korean peninsula has shifted radically compared to the time when

The Spy Gone North was in production.

Neither the director nor I paid much attention to the political
landscape while planning and shooting the film, nor did we
worry about whether it could be released in theaters. It was
important to us that we make the film we wanted. We did
anticipate that we might be getting some phone calls after
the movie came out. If this came to be the case, we would talk
things through. Luckily, no such thing has happened so far.

am sure a lot of thought went into deciding whom to cast and how to
portray him on screen.

Producer HAN Jae-duk of Sanai Pictures was quite
concerned about the idea of using special effects makeup to
bring KIM Jong-il to life. He was worried that the audience,
who would be fully immersed in the story, might find it
jarring to see a character wearing makeup. But the director
said during our very first meeting that he wanted a realistic
re-creation of KIM Jong-il, and I wanted to do my best to
ensure his vision would come true. We sent the portfolios of
three Korean actors who had about the same build and height
as KIM Jong-il to Prosthetic Renaissance Inc. (which worked
on high-profile films such as Black Swan , The Wolf of Wall
Street or Birdman ). Their team said they could transform
the actor KI Joobong into the likeness of KIM Jong-il. The
appearance, the tone of the voice... everything was done to
perfection.
Director YOON Jong-bin’s film company Moonlight Film and Sanai
Pictures have co-produced films such as Kundo: Age of Rampant

Throughout the interview, you have spoken very highly of your hardworking staff.

We had a tight-knit group. I am greatly indebted to the
veteran staff members: Cinematographer CHOI Chan-min,
Art Director PARK Il-hyun, Lighting Technician YOO Seokmun, Recording Engineer YOON Seong-gi and Key Grip
CHOI Un-jin. Our Line Producer KIM Hyeong-seok, the
Assistant Director KIM Jeong-ho and the rest of the junior
staff also did a great job. Everyone was enthusiastic and
eager to show what they were capable of rather than taking
a back seat. I relied a lot on the support of the great HWANG
Jung-min, whom I have worked with on several films, as well
as on actor LEE Sung Min. During the holidays, LEE invited
all the staff members who could not visit their hometowns to
dine with him. He looked out for each and everyone, including
the director, his fellow actors and the junior staff. Please
include this in your article. I want to tell all of the staff
members who worked on The Spy Gone North , “I love you”.
by JEONG Ji-hye (Film Critic) | photographed by OH Gye-ok
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INTERVIEW

BAEK Juno

CEO of PLAIN ARCHIVE
Releasing a Blu-ray is
like making a film about a film

It was in April 2013 that BAEK Juno founded
the Blu-ray distributor Plain Archive. In
July of that year, the company put out
its first release, the Blu-ray of Lars von
Trier’s Melancholia . Five years later, Plain
Archive has earned a great reputation for
the high quality of its limited-edition Blurays, meticulously crafted from package
design to supplements and even gained fans
from all over the world, impressed with the
company's elaborate products. Then, since
2014, starting with the animated films The

King of Pigs (2011) and The Fake (2013) by
director YEON Sang-ho, and director KIM Jeewoon’s I Saw the Devil (2010), Plain Archive
has been adding its unique touch to Korean
films to reinvent them as ‘Blu-rays we want
to own’. Plain Archive has been paving the
way with ‘special Blu-rays’ to survive in the
home video market. KoBiz met BAEK Juno,
CEO of Plain Archive, to discuss the future of
Korean films and think about other solutions
for them to prosper.
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Since your first release Melancholia , you made your name releasing
only limited-edition Blu-rays with special packaging and new
supplements. What was your reason for doing so?

The Blu-ray market in Korea reached its peak in 2011 and
2012. When I set up Plain Archive in 2013, things were
already beginning to go down, and most companies were
cutting their investments. To survive as a start-up, I felt like
we needed to make each new release more elaborate than the
one before. That’s how we started to attract customers with
our earlier works like Melancholia and The Wrestler . And
we received some positive responses from overseas as well.
At that time, Plain Archive’s online store wasn’t available to
overseas customers, so I put 30 Blu-rays of Melancholia on
sale on eBay as a private seller. A few days later, I received
a notification on my smartphone informing me that all of
them had been sold overnight. This happened because one
overseas buyer posted a link on a famous Blu-ray website
and commented that Plain Archive’s Blu-ray of Melancholia
was very cool. It was the first time that I realized that
publishing Blu-rays of internationally well-known works like
Melancholia would bring us customers from abroad on top of
domestic customers.
So, you started with Blu-rays of foreign films. Why did you decide to
include Korean films in your catalogue?

At first, I didn’t think of working on Blu-rays of Korean
films. It is not easy to venture into this business as the
distributors of blockbuster films usually have their own Bluray distribution companies, while it’s hard to make a profit
out of independent films. It all started when director YEON
Sang-ho contacted us and told me that he wanted to make
a Blu-ray collection of his short animations. I thought that
it would be better if it had more than just short films, so
it became a Blu-ray containing The King of the Pigs and
The Fake along with short films as supplements, giving you
access to all the works director YEON Sang-ho had made
until then in one package. And that was the first Blu-ray of a
Korean film ever released by Plain Archive. For the Blu-rays
of foreign films, we usually buy everything from still photos,
making-of videos, and supplementary clips and reprocess
them. But working on Korean films was different. It was
much more interesting and rewarding to communicate
directly with the directors, the staff and the actors who
created the film to make interviews and the commentaries.
Our second Blu-ray release of a Korean film was I Saw the
Devil in 2014, and it was our first time working on a Korean

commercial film. We
included a limited-edition
steel book case, and it was
selected as the ‘Blu-Ray Steel
Book of the Year’ in 2014 after
it received the highest number of
votes from users on HI-DEF NINJA
(www.hidefninja.com), the world's most
important Blu-ray website. Moreover, as
this film is one of the most typical works of ‘Extreme
Korean Cinema’, which is quite popular overseas, and
since director KIM Jee-woon has many fans all over the
world, it was an excellent opportunity for us to promote
Plain Archive. Director KIM Jee-woon was pleased with the
final product and introduced Plain Archive to his director
friends, which helped us a lot to work on Korean films.
For the Blu-ray of director PARK Chan-wook’s Old Boy (2003), which
you released in 2016, you even produced a postscript documentary

Old Days that you included as a supplement.

The whole idea of this Blu-ray, as well as for Old Days , was
to ‘archive’. Old Boy is an important work in Korean film
history, and as I was making progress, I thought it was
imperative to buy the relevant copyrights and collect all the
scattered content to make it accessible in a well-organized
form. There are many important and great Korean films that
have been filmed in the first half of the 2000s, but it is hard
to find the corresponding rights and the source material as
it is all over the place. The Korean Film Archive is working
on the restoration of Korean films, but they care more about
the older films and are not really interested in the films of
the 2000s as they are relatively recent works. Old Boy was
also a challenging work, from getting the copyrights for its
Blu-ray distribution to collecting content, that’s why it took
us three years to get it released. Still photographer HAN Sejoon kept about 400 rolls of film, which corresponds to about
13,000 photos. We scanned all the photos, used them for the
design, and then donated the files to Old Boy ’s film studio.
If we hadn’t done that, these photos would have probably
disappeared over time. We included with each Blu-ray box a
copy of the screenplay and the storyboard, with the idea that
by doing so these documents will last forever. I think it was a
meaningful work to gather almost all the content related to
Old Boy and preserve them in a well-organized form, as the
films from the early and mid-2000s are lacking in archiving
efforts.
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I Saw the Devil and Old Boy, and the pack that includes
director YEON Sang-ho’s Train to Busan (2016) and Seoul
Station (2016), released last year. These big-budget and wellknown Korean films are the most popular among overseas
fans. Personally, I hope that they will get to know more about
Korean independent films through our Blu-ray releases, such
as The King of the Pigs , Tinker Ticker (2013), Moon Young
(2017), and Yongsoon (2016).

than 10,000 viewers in theaters. We still decided to release
them in Blu-rays because we thought that the characters –
BYUN Yo-han and PARK Jung-min (in Tinker Ticker ), and
KIM Tae-ri (in Moon Young ) – are very attractive, and they
have the substantial support of their fans. As a result of these
releases, independent filmmakers and producers often contact
us regarding the Blu-ray distribution of their films. We also
always consider whether we can make a profit if we invest
a lot of time and money in the production costs and time to
release a beautiful film in Blu-ray.

How many overseas buyers do you have among your customers?

Do you have a Korean film that you would like to release in Blu-ray?

In 2015, the proportion of overseas buyers had risen to around
40% of the total, but it now stays between 15 and 20% these
days. 2015 was the golden age of Plain Archive. (laughs) We
were known as the distributor of prestigious limited-edition
Blu-rays, and the pre-orders for new releases would be all
sold out in five minutes. So we received many offers to release
great films. Since then, some Blu-ray distribution companies
based in China, Czech Republic and some other countries,
copied our concept of producing deluxe limited-editions of Blurays and seized a share of the demand. The competition to
acquire distribution rights is getting worse, and the market
is shrinking, and on top of that, the competition for limitededition Blu-rays with unique and gorgeous packaging is
only intensifying. This is our dilemma. If the Blu-ray has
our name on it, everyone – the director of the film and the
customers – expects it to be exceptional with elaborate design
and all. It takes a long time and costs a lot to make such a
Blu-ray, with new content, supplements providing in-depth
information about the film, and a package as beautiful and
vibrant as the film.

I had the chance to talk with director KIM Tae-yong about
the Blu-ray distribution of Memento Mori (1999) and Family
Ties (2006). Both were shot on film, so it would cost a lot to
digitize them. I had the chance to see LEE Myung-se's First
Love (1993) at the theater a few years back, and I really liked
it. However, the film was not in good condition, and it even
had subtitles in a foreign language. I don’t think it would be
easy to restore it digitally. And I think it would be great if the
Korean Film Archive could support such undertakings. Many
of these films also have issues with their home distribution
rights that need to be settled.

Among your Blu-rays of Korean films, which was the most well
received by foreign customers?

How do you choose which titles to release in Blu-rays? Does it reflect
your taste as a film buff?

In the beginning, I was the one who would usually make the
first contact and suggest the release of Blu-rays, so I tended
to naturally focus on the films I like. Now, it has become
frequent for us to receive suggestions instead of making them
ourselves. We are not only selecting unanimous masterpieces
and excellent works. First of all, they are not many, and even
if they were, the competition for the copyrights is already
quite severe. We pick a work if it is distinctively charming,
even if it's not loved by everyone. That’s how we ended up
introducing many different kinds of films. Tinker Ticker and
Moon Young were independent films, and they each had less
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Beside Blu-ray distribution, it seems like you are trying to diversify
your business by publishing the screenplay of Our little Sister (2015)
by director Hirokazu Kore-eda and the motion picture score album of
Believer (2018).

I could say that it was unavoidable as the Blu-ray market
is getting smaller. However, from the day I launched Plain
Archive until now, I never thought that we would limit our
business to Blu-rays. That’s why I named the company ‘Plain
Archive’. It means collecting, archiving and publishing
anything related to films. Just as videotapes and DVDs have
become old-fashioned formats, Blu-rays may reach the end
of their life someday. I would like people to think that it is
normal to find anything like OST albums, screenplays, or
even a new film-related medium published under the Plain
Archive brand. In that sense, we take inspiration from Mondo,
a US company that found new ways to create and sell limited
editions of film posters, music, and other related products.
With the film soundtrack record market almost disappearing, it was
good to hear about the Believer OST album, released exclusively by
Plain Archive.

When the film was released this last May, the music received

We pick a work if it is distinctively charming,
even if it's not loved by everyone.
That’s how we ended up introducing
many different kinds of films.

a lot of praise from the audience.
I contacted the production company immediately after seeing
many comments requesting a release of the OST on the
Instagram of music director Dalpalan. We had experience in
publishing soundtrack albums, as we released The King of
Jokgu (2013) and Shuttlecock (2013) through PPR, and that
helped us with this project. PPR is a film music label we set
up last year, along with Propaganda, a design studio. I was
getting ready to work on the Believer Blu-ray at that time
and had already worked several times with music director
Dalpalan on the Blu-rays of other films, so things went quite
smoothly. We listed Believer: Extended Cut on pre-order in
mid-July when it was released in theaters, and we sold more
than 2,000 copies in a month. The reality is that only one
or two soundtrack albums of Korean films are published
every year, and they usually sell around 200 copies. The
Handmaiden (2016), which has a very solid fandom, has sold
more than 3,000 copies of its soundtrack, so the album for
Believer did quite well. I hope these successes could help
revive the soundtrack market again.

art form that combines the talent of so many people. While
working on making-of videos and staff interviews to include
them as supplements to our Blu-rays, I realized that this is
almost the only chance to showcase the complete process of
filmmaking. I gave it a lot of thought when I was working
on the Blu-ray of Train to Busan as director YEON Sang-ho
asked me to highlight the hard work of the technical staff.
Director PARK Chan-wook told me basically the same thing
for The Handmaiden ’s Blu-ray, “This Blu-ray should focus on
highlighting the craftsmen and their accomplished talent for
each aspect of film production.” I interviewed KIM Suk-won,
CEO of Bluecap, who designed the sound of The Handmaiden ,
and he was pleased to be interviewed because, as he said,
"This is my first time in 10 years." I think of creating a Bluray as a way to make another film for a work or the people
behind it. When I can afford it, I would like to make a
documentary about the craftsmen in Korean film, from the
director of photography JEONG Il-seoung to art director
RYU Seong-hee, and release it on DVD.
As you’re now celebrating the fifth anniversary of your company,

Is there anything new you’d like to try in the future?

what is the primary concern for Plain Archive?

Consumers now have access to Ultra HD Blu-ray, an ultrahigh-definition video medium that surpasses Blu-ray. Our
upcoming release, Moonlight (2016), will be a Blu-ray in this
format. I assume that there are very few people who will buy
Ultra HD Blu-rays and the player for it, since the market for
the normal Blu-rays is already getting smaller. But I still
want to take the initiative and give it a try.

We established the name as a brand of high-quality Blurays, but we don’t have enough staff to make it so that our
products meet all the expectations when we have ten releases
a year. I wonder if I should expand the size of the company
and publish more products, despite the grim state of the Bluray market, as it has become a challenge to sell 1,000 copies
of a Blu-ray. As the profit rate is getting smaller, I wonder if
it is wise to use all this time and money for each work as I
have done so far. It is my duty to find a way for the company
to continue to exist.

Tell us about the most rewarding moment in the last five years.

It seems like there is less and less opportunities to bring
to light the staff behind the camera, although cinema is an

by Jang Rhana (Film Journalist) / photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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Novelty Always,
Towards What Comes Next
10 Years of NEW, Success Stories and Prospects
Novelty, always. Keep changing to be on top. If
Next Entertainment World (aka NEW) had a
catchphrase, it would probably be “change”. As
hinted at by its acronym, the company pursues
“newness” at all times. Indeed, throughout the
ten years since its establishment in 2008, NEW
has been a major game changer in the film
industry. One thing that hasn’t changed however
is that the company keeps renewing itself in
every possible way. Innovation and flexibility are
among its founding principles and is the key to its
success, elevating NEW to the podium of the four
biggest distributors in Korea.

Don't Put All Your Eggs in One Basket
The economy of the film investment and
distribution sector tends to favor larger
corporations. Big budget films require more
screens and bigger promotional expenses. For
long, the distribution market has been dominated
by CJ ENM, Lotte Entertainment and Showbox,
all of which are affiliates of conglomerates.
Challenging this tight market, KIM Woo-taek,
CEO of NEW, established his company in 2008.
Director of MEGABOX Cineplex since 1997, he
spent ten years working in the business before
taking the leap. When he started NEW with only
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five employees, people doubted the company could ever succeed,
since many independent distributors went out of business around
the late 2000s, and the market became even more competitive
with the arrival of international distributors like Sony Pictures,
Warner Bros. and 21st Century Fox. Nevertheless, starting with
Troubleshooter (2010), NEW has invested in and distributed
around 140 Korean films, and experienced steady growth for seven
years. In 2014, NEW became a publicly traded corporation listed
on the KOSDAQ and grew into an entertainment giant with KRW
350 billion (USD 311 million) in market capitalization.
NEW’s surprising breakthrough can be explained by several
factors, from which it benefitted in its early years. The company
opted for a quick and effortless entry into the market with lowbudget films. Following the old investment adage of "Don't put all
your eggs in one basket", the company reduced risks by working
on an array of small-scale projects rather than focusing on one
blockbuster. While other distributors, affiliated with conglomerates,
would put out 20-30 films a year, NEW, through selection and
with concentration, would distribute only around 10 films over
the same period. Another effective strategy was to develop lesscommon genres rather than following trends. Since the summer of
2011, NEW has dug out small but distinctive films including Blind
(2011) and The Grand Heist (2012), which resulted in a boost in its
reputation.
Another positive factor was its small size. Although it was
inevitable to start with a small number of employees, the company
treated this weakness and the difficult times as a chance. As a

Troubleshooter

result, the three dozen staff members could take decisions quickly
and horizontally to manage projects in a more flexible way, which
helped the company gain a foothold in the market. For two years,
between 2011 and 2012, NEW ranked third in market share among
domestic distributors. Since then, it has regularly been among the
four biggest distributors in Korea. In 2013, Miracle in Cell No.7 by
LEE Hwan-kyung (released in January) garnered 12.81 million
admissions, Cold Eyes and Hide and Seek both scored five million
admissions, and The Attorney by YANG Woo-suk (released in
December) recorded 11.37 million admissions. That year, NEW
topped the Korean film market share, and laid a strong foundation
for its dramatic growth.

From Small and Flexible Operation to Expansion and
Exploration
Since its listing on the KOSDAQ in 2014, NEW has been a
company in constant transition. Until then, it had tried to minimize
risks by relying on low-budget projects and rapid operation, but
after the listing, the company began to expand by actively utilizing
previously acquired businesses and assets. In 2012, it established
MUSIC & NEW for music production, planning and management,
and in 2013, it started SHOW & NEW, a production company
specialized in musicals and theatrical plays. Its first production
was December: Unending Song , a musical for the 50th anniversary
of late singer KIM Kwang-seok’s birth. The expansion to TV series
was especially successful. Indeed, NEW gained huge popularity
with the production of Descendants of the Sun in 2016, which

Blind

reached a viewer rating of 38% in Korea and was
sold to over 32 countries. The success of this TV
series led the company to establish STUDIO &
NEW in 2016, and also contributed to the growth
of its subsidiary company CONTENTS PANDA,
which managed ancillary rights.
The expansion to broader cultural content looked
like NEW was following in the footsteps of big
distributors. However, it was staying true to
the company’s basic principles. In order not to
invest all its capital in one field, NEW expanded
its business from film to entertainment.
Consequently, the expansion and horizontal
integration helped the company overcome its
losses. After the big haul of 2013, the film
distribution business took a dip over the next
couple of years. The summer of 2014 saw the
release of Haemoo by SHIM Sung-bo, a film that
only attracted 1.47 million viewers to theaters.
Obsessed (2014) by KIM Dae-woo and Fashion
King , a webtoon-based feature by OH Ki-hwan,
both had disappointing performances. Man in
Love (2014) by HAN Dong-wook was the only film
that reached the break-even point that year. In
2015, the numbers did not get any better. NEW
encountered success with Northern Limit Line (6
million viewers) and The Beauty Inside (2 million
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Cold Eyes

viewers) but actor HA Jung-woo’s sophomore
directing effort Chronicle of a Blood Merchant
fell short of expectations. Despite a big budget of
KRW 14 billion (USD 12.45 million), The Tiger
by PARK Hoon-jung drew a mere 1.76 million
moviegoers, causing rumors of a crisis inside the
company. That’s when NEW boldly expanded its
business and prepared to take off.
In 2016, NEW reached the top again. While
Korean films weren’t very successful, Train
to Busan by YEON Sang-ho drew 11.5 million
viewers to theaters, and became the only film
that surpassed the 10_ million milestone that
year. Its TV series Descendants of the Sun was
aired simultaneously in Korea and China and
became an instant hit. To compensate for the
absence of guaranteed success and the sluggish
growth of the domestic film market, NEW
broadened its business scope, minimizing risks
and raising awareness in the global market
through sports marketing and communication
as well as ancillary rights. When it reached its
peak in 2016, NEW transformed itself again. For
years, its film operations were led by President
JANG Kyung-ik but he moved on to focus on
STUDIO & NEW, while PARK Jun-kyung took
over the position of Executive Director of the film
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The Attorney

division. NEW also went through an internal restructuring with
the creation of the movie theater chain CINE Q. If we consider the
period running from 2008 to 2013 as the first phase in the history
of the company, then the one from 2013 to 2016 would be the second
one and NEW would have jumped into the third era in 2017.

Change to Survive
The company kept expanding its areas of expertise the same way
it did after 2013, but since 2016, it appeared to have moved into
another direction as businesses are now organically connected
to each other and fully functional. Choosing to vertically expand
its business from distribution to production and exhibition is a
typical method of reducing risks of loss. In addition, NEW focused
on international contracts and co-production with China by
establishing HUACE & NEW, a joint venture with Huace in 2015.
Through CONTENTS PANDA, NEW had already confirmed its
desire and opportunity to reach the Chinese market, and had been
preparing for it. Indeed, in 2014, as Chinese entertainment group
Zhejiang Huace Film & TV decided to invest in NEW, the company
was able to carry out market research and establish business
models for the Chinese market. The Korean film distribution
market is also currently undergoing drastic changes. After a
period of zero-sum game where companies were fighting each
other for shares of the market, an influx of change came from
the outside, through three different types of players. First, new
media companies such as Netflix. Secondly, companies producing
original content like KakaoPage, NAVER Webtoon and Lezhin

NEW now does business in six areas:
film distribution, production of film and TV series, music,
ancillary rights, cinema theaters, and sports marketing.
All the experience and expertise is shared and
connected between them.

Entertainment, Inc. that are moving into film production and
investment. These companies are especially strong in planning
secondary and tertiary content as well as in carrying out longterm projects. Finally, the capital inflow from China, whose size is
comparable to Hollywood’s, also became a game-changer. Chinese
film investment and production company Huayi Brothers for
example established a venture called Merry Christmas with former
Showbox CEO, YOO Jeong-hun. This company plans to start
producing various content such as webtoon and web novels. These
kinds of companies backed by foreign capital have been making
an approach on various media including webtoon, game, film, TV
series, etc. It is probably about time for the impenetrable barriers
of the domestic market to fall down to let it enter a new era of
integrated content.
But let’s go back to NEW, which is always looking for novelty.
Certainly, the company’s biggest strength is to keep challenging
itself for change. Since 2016, it made the shift to become a content
company by expanding its business scope from import and
distribution to production, exhibition, as well as sports marketing
and communication. It also started moving into the Chinese
market, managing ancillary rights and dealing with diverse
content. Consequently, NEW now does business in six areas: film
distribution, production of film and TV series, music, ancillary
rights, cinema theaters and sports marketing. All the experience
and expertise is shared and connected between them. The domestic
distribution of a Netflix original film, Okja , is the perfect example
of the company’s synergy between different poles. After the

backlash the film received from cinemas, NEW
didn’t stick to multiplex chains and persuaded
independent theaters to screen the movie,
satisfying both sides. Rather than trying to follow
a traditional pattern, NEW brilliantly handled
the case with a flexible approach.
As it celebrates its 10th anniversary, NEW faces
another challenge. The distribution business is
indeed experiencing a change due to the inflow
of foreign capital. NEW confronts upcoming
challenges very actively and implemented an
effective strategy to reduce risks by diversifying
its assets while trying new things, leaving
room for collaborations between platforms and
companies with a specific know-how and years of
experience. NEW worked with new filmmakers
and accumulated experience from the start,
and while other distributors focus mainly
on blockbuster films, NEW kept investing in
medium-sized projects and earning significant
results. The newly launched Cine Q also has
long-term plans to strengthen its customer base
rather than compete with multiplexes. Even
with a new investor and the frontiers between
businesses disappearing, NEW keeps having a
proactive response without shying away from
changing itself for the next move. The only one
who survives is the one who keeps changing. And
this never changes.
by SONG Kyung-won (Cine21 Reporter)
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Interview with PARK Jun-kyung,
President of Film Division at NEW

There Are More and More
Areas to Challenge
When you think about it, the company's acronym suits it well. Since
its establishment in 2008 and for the next 10 years after that, Next
Entertainment World (aka NEW) has never stopped evolving. At
the heart of those changes is PARK Jun-kyung, NEW's President
of Film Division. After she graduated from the Department of
Korean literature at Sogang University, Seoul, she worked for the
film promotion agency All That Cinema (April 1999-March 2002),
then for the film distribution company Showbox (April 2002-March
2010). She joined NEW in 2010 and worked as Marketing Director
until 2015. After the company made another leap forward in 2016,
PARK took charge of the Film Division. From the time she stepped
into the film industry until now, she has never stopped moving
forward. In this interview, she looks back at NEW's past 10 years
and tells us more about what we can expect in the next decade.
Since you took the lead of the Film Division in 2017, NEW has made dynamic
changes. How would you sum up this past year and a half?

I started working for NEW’s marketing team in 2010 and took
over the Film Division on January 1, 2017. Indeed you may say we
carried out dynamic changes. Internally, we tried to regroup all
our content business into the Film Division. My main focus was to
strengthen our teamwork and our collaboration with the production
teams.
NEW has made changes on the outside but also on its qualitative offer. The
company has expanded from film to various other entertainment industries
including music, performing arts, ancillary rights, drama and sports.

Of course, we achieved some individual results but it is more
important to secure resources for continuous outcomes. NEW
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Steel Rain

started without any investment from a parent company nor had
huge capital. However, we never feared taking up new challenges
and we focused on the development of each content before launching
a new business. We kept trying new things and naturally started
needing more staff members, making the company grow. Whenever
we saw an opportunity, we took on the challenge without setting
any boundary regarding the type of content. We launched our
projects in the market following our own path and ended up
setting up new business divisions one after the other. This is how
we jumped into the sports business. We are currently witnessing
significant results in our seven areas of business within a short
period of time. Now we have laid a foundation for heading towards
the future together.

The King

say that the secret of NEW's success when it started
resided in small-sized, quick and horizontal decisionmaking, as well as flexible operations. What changed the
most for you after the company got bigger?

We still want to maintain the strengths of our
small size, that is to say a quick horizontal
integration and a flexible operational system. In
the past, it was much easier for us to share ideas
because the company was small. As we became
bigger, we had to adjust the system. Now we have
rules and procedures for selecting a project and
we are getting everyone on the same page.
NEW usually gives tent-pole films a try during the

When you became President of Film Division, you must have decided to go
in a specific direction. How close of this goal are you now?

Now we have stronger teamwork, good production partners and
more synergy among the several content divisions. I can probably
talk more about business results at the end of the year but overall,
I would say we are heading towards broadening the range of choice.
If 2017 was a year for expanding the diversity of businesses, will 2018 be
for developing each area's content in depth?

In 2017, we focused on developing our horizontal integration by
producing new content and launching new businesses. Once each
division is firmly settled, I expect internal collaborations and
external partnerships to be developed actively.

summer and winter seasons. The results of The
Tiger and Northern Limit Line in 2015 were relatively
disappointing. Train To Busan in 2016 on the other hand,
was a huge success. The King and Steel Rain in 2017 had
average returns. How do you assess big season films?

We don’t select any particular film for the big
season. However, it is important that each film
finds the suitable season that fits its scope. In the
early days, we would consider the scale of the film
and the budget, but we are much more free from
limitations now, and can make more aggressive
investments. I don't think success is defined by the
number of admissions. Is 10 million satisfactory

Some pointed out that the atmosphere changed as the company grew. They
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Descendants of the Sun

but two million disappointing? I don’t think so.
Our job is to do our best at every stage, from
production to marketing and release, so that each
project can reach its full potential. Of course,
external conditions such as competitors and
screen monopoly can have an influence on the size
of a project. We need to make more detailed plans
and strategies taking this into consideration.

Okja

conflict of good and evil and contains strong action scenes. We plan
to release the film simultaneously in about 20 countries around
Halloween. I think Director KIM Sung-hoon is very talented in
mixing characters with action. Lastly, we plan to release Swing
Kids around Christmas. Director KANG Hyeong-cheol has made
exceptional films with unrivaled originality. We expect that this
film will have even more success than his previous features. I am
sure that the film will touch hearts and be a very special present
for the audience at the end of the year.

This year, NEW's line-up included five big budget films
(over KRW 10 billion/USD 9 million). In terms of results,

How is your movie theater business, CINE Q? As a newcomer, would you tell

Psychokinesis disappointed but Believer and The
Witness did fairly well. What are you expecting for the
remaining films?

us more on your short and long-term goals?

In the second half of 2018, we will present The
Great Battle , Rampant and Swing Kids . The
Great Battle is an epic period piece about the
battle of Ansi Fortress during the Goguryeo era.
Compared to other historical or war movies, the
film shows greater technological achievements.
It also contains genuine camaraderie, fun and
strong emotional parts. I am satisfied with the
final cut. Rampant is a historical action zombie
film set in the Joseon period where night demons
spread throughout the nation. It evokes the
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I am not in a position to tell you about CINE Q in detail, but I can
tell you about the basic direction we want to take. Rather than
quantitative growth, we pursue the goal of creating new cultural
spaces, close to the local communities, that will reflect NEW's
unique colors.
It is difficult to forget the success of Train to Busan and TV series

Descendants of The Sun . The successes of both projects must have helped
the company expand its business with stability.

One day, CEO KIM Woo-taek showed us a brief introduction of
characters and the synopsis of Descendants of The Sun without any
other information on the production crew. Everyone loved it but for
a first project, the size of the budget was quite big. We eventually
came to know later that it was an ambitious collaboration project
between SEO Woo-sik, CEO of Barunson, and co-writers KIM

From left to right: Posters of
Herstory and The Witness

Eun-sook and KIM Won-seok.
We had strong faith in the
team and decided to take on
the challenge. Luckily, before casting was over, iQiyi bought the
exclusive rights to stream the show, helping us raise most of the
production costs. Except for the pre-production method that was
inevitable to be able to air the show simultaneously in Korea and
China, every process was a new challenge to us. This was the first
drama production operated by our Task Force Team (TFT) with
members from content-related divisions. Following that experience,
the drama production studio has taken on another TV project.
While large-scale films show good results, medium-sized thoughtprovoking films like Herstory ended up getting disappointing results.
However, looking at the distribution of The Villainess and Okja , NEW keeps
making bold attempts like no other company.

When we select a film, we always expect great success but the
results can vary. It is important to remember why you chose
that film. When I select a project, I usually push forward if my
confidence and faith in it are stronger than my concerns. For next
year, we are preparing for projects with new themes, we have the
debut films of young directors, and we will make new attempts,
with projects crossing different platforms, etc. Based on our
interest in animation, we also plan to introduce new content.

I can’t tell you in detail but we are discussing
new collaborations for when China’s ban on
Korean entertainment products is raised.
NEW is celebrating its 10th anniversary. How would you
describe its identity? Tell us about the next decade's
outlook.

In one word, challenge! That sums up the
company. Maybe the company’s name kept on
influencing us but when we tried new approaches
to a familiar area or challenged into a new area,
the results were much better. Challenges of the
past and the present are different in details but
the same in nature. We certainly have more
challenges to take on. NEW is a light-weight,
independent company. Using our strengths,
we will make meaningful partnerships with
professional groups from various areas in the
most flexible and liberal way. That's how we will
keep going, step by step, for the next 10 years.
by SONG Kyung-won (Cine21 Reporter) | Photographed by NEW

To make inroads in China, you established HUACE & NEW with Zheijang
Huace Film & TV. What is the vision of the company?
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feature

The Age of

New Players
The Globalization of
Korean Films Gets a Boost

Many new investors found their way into the Korean
film market this year, more than ever before. As
the annual number of viewers has been stagnating
at around 200 million since 2013, the Korean film
market was diagnosed as saturated. However, these
companies are willing to challenge the film market,
and they have one thing in common: they are all
eager to try to establish new types of business
models never tried before in Korea. With those new
players in the field, we can expect a boost in diversity
for Korean films, as well as big changes in the film
business map.

Remaking webtoons and web novels into global
film projects

What’s Wrong with
Secretary Kim?
Webtoon and TV series
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Among the many new investors, Naver and Kakao,
the two major search engine portals, stand out.
With content that has already passed the popularity
test with their users, Naver and Kakao started
planning and producing films and TV series adapted
from popular webtoons and web novels originally
published on their own online platforms. By investing
in cultural content, they are trying to keep pace
with the internet trends mainly led by YouTube.
Naver has started to develop and produce IPs with
its subsidiary Naver Webtoon, the largest webtoon
platform in Korea. On August 8 of this year, Naver
Webtoon established a new corporation called
‘Studio N,’ a company specializing in webtoon-to-film
adaptations. It will act as a link between webtoons
and the production of films and TV series, and was
funded entirely by Naver Webtoon. KWON Mikyung, former director of CJ ENM's Korean film
business division, has been appointed
as the head of the company.
During her years at CJ ENM, KWON
was responsible for local megahits
that topped the box office like Roaring
Currents (2014), Ode to My Father
(2014) and Veteran (2015), while also
leading the investment, distribution,
and marketing of PARK Chan-wook's
The Handmaiden (2016), which was in
competition at the Cannes Film Festival.

At Walt Disney Korea, when the Marvel films were making their
first landing in Korea, she successfully released Iron Man and The
Avengers . Expectations are high about this collaboration between her
and the webtoon giant, often called ‘the Korean Marvel Studio.’
Studio N intends to distinguish itself from the competition. Until now,
in order to produce webtoon-based films, IP owners would usually
license the rights to one production company, which would then
make and release the film however they see fit. Studio N will instead
review, plan and develop internally more than 2,000 of IPs owned by
Naver Webtoon suitable for screen adaptations, in order to protect
the intentions of the original authors. It will also co-produce with
external production companies whose involvement and production
minimal investment will be set differently for each project. It is the
first company of its kind in Korea. Regarding the whole production
scale, KWON said, “Money is not an issue if there is a great story
with the potential to be turned into a film.” Before launching Studio
N, Naver invested a total of KRW 210 billion (USD 186 million) in
Naver Webtoon – KRW 60 billion (USD 53 million) early this year and
another KRW 150 billion (USD 133 million) in June.
Studio N plans to find IPs that will appeal to the elderly as well as
curate younger generations’ favorite webtoons, and to make TV series
and films on a variety of scales. They are focusing on mid-size projects
with an expected audience of two to four million viewers, but are also
considering blockbusters for the overseas markets. KWON Mi-kyung
said in an interview with Korean newspaper Joongang Ilbo, “Among
the webtoons I've read, there is one that would need a budget of KRW
100 billion (USD 90 million) and I feel tempted. However, we have
to take into consideration the overseas market trends because the
domestic market is too small.” Kakao has jumped into the film and TV
series business with its own content platform, Kakao Page. It mainly
selects the IPs to be made into audiovisual content from the works
advertised on Kakao Page, and invest in them, collaborating with the
original author as well as external producers. As the platform offers
web novels, comics and VOD services, each team will be in charge of
selecting web novels that have the potential of being turned into a
webtoon or original works that could be made into audiovisual content,

based on multiple criteria such as user response and
sales. Regarding films and TV series, Kakao plans
on working in two directions: selling their content to
external production companies and accepting offers
from production companies on specific content.
Cable channel tvN’s recent series What’s Wrong
with Secretary Kim? was met with great success
in both viewer rates and word-of-mouth, and is an
exemplary case. The original novel was serialized
on Kakao Page and hit more than 200 million
accumulated views. It was then remade as a
webtoon, and later as a TV series in collaboration
with Studio Dragon, a TV series production
company. As the series became popular, the sales of
the web novel and the webtoon initially serviced by
Kakao Page also skyrocketed, increasing by 970%
after the series’ release.
Thanks to these successes, Kakao Page has
confirmed its upcoming lineup of films and TV
drama series. Among the titles to be released, Long
Live the King , a webtoon exclusively available on
Kakao Page, will be made into a film. The story is
about a mob boss from the city of Mokpo who thinks
friendship and love are everything in his life and
decides to take on the challenge of becoming Korea’s
next president for his lover and friends. KANG Yunsung, director of action noir The Outlaws which
gathered 6.8 million viewers last year, is set to
direct the film.
Three webtoons also scheduled to be made into TV
series have strong fantasy elements: DreamSide is
based on an original novel by fantasy writer HONG
Jung-hoon and is a time-slip disaster film about a
high school student who has the ability to go back
and forth seven years in the future in his dreams
and is struggling to prevent a zombie outbreak. The
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Long Live the King webtoon,
and KIM Rae-won who has been
cast as the lead character

combining films and series are also being considered
as an attempt to cumulate the merits and profit
structures of both formats.
Merry Christmas is also planning a global project
in collaboration with China and Hollywood, finding
funds in Hollywood through Huayi Brothers’
network. It is quite common for companies bringing
in new capital into the Korean cinema sector to be
aiming at the global market with their launch.

Fantasy projects aiming at the Pan-Asiatic
market
webtoon Dr. Choi Tae-soo (translated title), based on an eponymous
novel by CHO Suk-ho, is a fantasy medical drama about an intern in
a Korean hospital who receives the medical memories of the world's
leading thoracic surgeon. It’s Okay to Die (translated title), depicts the
story of a company worker with two years of experience who wishes the
death of her middle-aged macho supervisor but when her wish suddenly
comes true, she falls into a time-loop, witnessing his death over and
over again.

Hybrid of films and TV series
Also standing out is Merry Christmas, the first domestic content
investment and distribution company with Chinese capital, which
has the particularity of trying to make a new type of video content
combining films and TV series. The company was founded by YOU
Jeong-hun, former Showbox CEO, in cooperation with China's largest
entertainment company, Huayi Brothers Media Corp.
Merry Christmas is planning to release five to six projects every year
with an annual investment of between KRW 30 to 40 billion (USD 27
to 36 million). The several projects will include traditional films as well
as TV series. YOU’s strategy is to select genuine genre works exploiting
fresh ideas, with an emphasis on projects that have the potential to
become blockbusters or are from prolific writers. During his time at
Showbox, as an investor and distributor, he was involved in several
box office hits such as A Taxi Drive r (2017) and its 10 million viewers,
which retraced the incidents of Gwangju’s democratization movement,
and the low-budget horror film GONJIAM: Haunted Asylum .
He plans to start by injecting KRW 5 billion (USD 4.5 million) in film
distribution between the end of this year and the first half of next year,
but rather than focusing on investment and distribution, he wants the
company to have a substantial production capacity. Merry Christmas is
already developing a scenario based on an IP with the idea of making
a series in collaboration with US VOD platform Netflix. Hybrid content
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Following the success of the first two films of
the Along with the Gods series, Dexter Studios,
a company specializing in VFX and led by
director KIM Yong-hwa, will start working on the
investment, production and distribution of Korean
films. Both parts of the Along with the Gods saga
crossed the 10 million viewer milestone in theaters.
Dexter Studios also announced that all the films
would be released simultaneously across Asia as
their long-term goal is to become the ‘Asian Disney’.
The company also has plans in various fields from
content development to distribution and theme
parks, targeting the Pan-Asian market.
The series distribution rights in China were also
ceded to China’s Alpha Pictures, which plans to
release both films at once after the first film failed
to secure distribution at the time of its initial
Korean release. Alpha Pictures is China’s largest
animation company and has previously invested
in international projects such as Stephen Chow’s
fantasy hit The Mermaid and Hollywood film The
Revenant . Dextor Studios is currently working on
two sequels to Along with the Gods while already
planning more installments. Among their upcoming
works are several SF, disaster or action films that
rely heavily on visual effects. Dexter Studios also
announced in April that they will be producing
Baekdusan (translated title), starring actor HA
Jung-woo and directed by LEE Hae-jun and KIM
Byeong-seo, a disaster film featuring the volcanic
eruption of Baekdu Mountain. Also on the cards
of upcoming projects is SF blockbuster The Moon

Will Netflix be a go-to place
for Korean film talent?
(working title), that will be directed by KIM Yong-hwa himself, with
the idea of making it a joint venture with Hollywood.
Mid-sized budget films from young directors that Dexter co-produces
are also worthy of notice: Director WOO Moon-gi, who made the wellreceived The King of Jokgu (2014), is working on a badminton/martial
arts film, and director KO Bong-soo, who released the independent
comedy film Loser’s Adventure (2017) this year, will direct a hero film.

Bio and cosmetic firms step into the film industry
Celltrion Entertainment, an affiliate of biotechnology firm Celltrion,
also contributed to the film industry through their investment in TV
series production. It injected tens of billions of won in the market,
which represents the equivalent amount invested by the existing four
major investment and distribution companies, and is aiming at the
global market. The company previously produced the Korean War
action blockbuster Operation Chromite (2016), and is now working on
Um Bok-dong, the King of the Bicycle (working title), a true story about
a Korean cyclist who won a race during the Japanese Occupation.
The movie will star singer and actor JUNG Ji-hoon (Rain) as well as
Operation Chromite star LEE Beom-soo.
LEE Sang-rok, founder and former head of Carver Korea, famous for
the beauty brand AHC he sold for more than KRW 1 trillion (USD 900
million), opened a film distributing company, Ace Maker Movie Works.
JEONG Hyeon-ju, who was in charge of investing and producing
films at Showbox, was appointed as CEO. He was joined by former
Showbox colleague, head of distribution MOON Young-woo, who hired
a consequent number of staff.
Production companies have welcomed the successive inflow of
investments from large-cap entities and since the new investors have
different tastes and preferences, opportunities for a wide variety of
works are expected to rise. Many of the works currently underway in
the production, planning and development departments have diverse
themes and genres, some that have not been exploited in Korean
films before. In that sense, it will probably be a boost for the existing
film industry but it is still unclear whether these projects will bring
in new viewers into the market. In addition to theaters, getting new
audiences for TV, online platforms and overseas markets will remain
an important assignment for these companies.

In this context of rapid changes, Netflix opened its
Korean office in Gwanghwamun, Seoul. In April, the
company announced that it had recruited six people,
five in the Content Production department and one
in the Editing and Distribution division. They plan to
focus on TV series and entertainment content, but it is
expected that they start business in the investment,
production and distribution of Korean film after the
team is completed later this year.
Following BONG Joon-ho's film Okja (2017), which
was produced in-house and released online in
190 countries, as well as presented in competition
at Cannes International Film Festival, Netflix will
release its Joseon Era-set zombie drama Kingdom
in December this year. The Kingdom team includes
writer KIM Eun-hee, who became famous through
tvN’s TV series Signal (2016), and KIM Seong-hun,
director of the seven million viewer hit film Tunnel
(2016), along with actors JU Ji-hoon, RYU Seung-ryong
and BAE Doo-na. The production cost per episode
peaked at KRW 2 billion (USD 1.8 million), the highest
ever reached in the Korean TV series industry.
Netflix introduced last year in 25 languages and in 190
countries around the world the TV series Stranger , the
only Korean series that made it onto the New York
Times list of the ten best international series of 2017.
It is highly probable that Korean actors, directors as
well as audiovisual content, including Kingdom, will be
able to benefit from Netflix’s overseas expansion.
In Korea, Netflix seems to be mainly collaborating
with A-list directors, writers and actors, but holds the
possibility of becoming in the future a springboard to
introduce Korea's new directors to the world.

by Na Won-jeong (Film Journalist) | photographed by OH Gye-ok
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Ko-Production

Surge in
Indian Remakes of
Korean Films

India holds

huge potential for

Bollywood is booming with Korean film remakes. Rather
than simply selling the remake rights of these works, Korean
film production companies are aggressively seeking to develop
the Indian market by collaborating with local companies to
remake Korean films. The Korean Film Council’s (KOFIC)
2017 Annual Report on the Korean Film Industry states
that exports of Korean feature films to India reached USD
967,000, marking a 3.7-fold growth over the previous year.
According to the report, “remake rights purchases” of
Korean films were the main force driving increased exports
to India. The increase in demand is demonstrative of the
fact that Korean cinema continues to be well received in the
subcontinent. The first South Korean film to officially be
remade in Bollywood was The Man From Nowhere (2010),
which stars the Korean actor WON Bin and sold 6.17 million
tickets. The storyline and character arcs in Rocky Handsome
(2016), starring John Abraham, largely mirror the original.
The action film earned approximately USD 4.9 million at
the Indian box office. The second film to be remade was the
mystery thriller Montage (2013), which lured 2.09 million
viewers to theaters. Instead of simply selling the remake
rights to an Indian producer, the Korean production company
Kross Pictures collaborated with an Indian firm to coproduce the Indian adaptation. Kross Pictures was founded
by Thomas KIM in 2004.

Kross Pictures, Bridging “Hallyuwood” and Bollywood
Kross Pictures purchases the adaptation rights to popular
novels, television dramas and films and remakes them in
countries across Asia, including China, Vietnam and India.
The company’s first hit was the Chinese remake of The
Devotion of Suspect X (2017), which was the top ticket seller
in China during its first week at the box office in April
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co-production

2017. It was the success of this film that sparked the Korean
remake boom in India. South Korea’s largest film and TV
group CJ ENM, armed with massive funds, knowhow and the
IP rights to major Korean films, has produced an assortment
of localized films in Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand and
Turkey. The fact that Kross Pictures, a relatively smaller
firm, has thrown its hat into the ring by investing in the
Indian market when even CJ ENM has not been able to do
so, is an impressive feat. After establishing Kross Pictures
India Pvt. Ltd in 2015, KIM has been busy overseeing the
Indian remakes of ten Korean feature films that enjoyed both
critical and box office success.
The first fruit of his labor was TE3N (2016), the Indian
remake of Montage (2013). This film, a co-production between
Kross Pictures and Reliance Entertainment (production cost
USD 3.6 million), made USD 4.7 million at the box office.
Although the project was meaningful as it was the first coproduced movie in the Indian market, the film itself left
much to be desired. The Korean original features UHM
Jung-hwa, a female actor, in the leading role. Unfortunately,
the local Indian production company, after conducting a
series of studies, opted to cast a male actor in the leading role
of TE3N , because the audience might baulk at the idea of a
female-fronted movie. In the original, a mother seeks revenge
for the death of her daughter. In the remake, a grandfather
searches for the murderer of his granddaughter. According
to KIM, TE3N stayed true to the structure of the original
and sought to replicate its merits but there was still plenty
of room for improvement. “It was our first film, and it had
only been four years since we launched the business. At the

time, we didn’t have a local office, nor did we know much
about the Indian market, so we ended up relying heavily on
our co-producer. We didn’t have a comeback to comments like
‘What do you know about India?’ which would pop up during
meetings. One thing we learned through this process was
that this wasn’t the right approach for us because our Indian
partners were subjective in their analysis of the film. We
realized that these misinterpretations were caused because
they could not fully understand the original work. The best
we could do was barely pass the break-even point. But this
was valuable experience. We wanted to improve and now we
knew for a fact that we could do so. From there on out, our
Korean staff did not shy away from asserting themselves
during review sessions. This has improved production as the
two sides can now share their ideas on equal terms.”

Local Staff, Flexible to Local Sensibilities
The second film Kross set out to produce following its foray
into Bollywood was the Indian adaption of Tunnel (2016), a
thriller movie starring HA Jung-woo, which attracted 7.12
million viewers in Korea. The Korean firm and an Indian
production company have agreed to invest in this project
and talks are underway with the filmmaker duo Abbas and
Mustan Burmawalla. Work on the scenario and the signing
of the cast is nearing completion. Based on how things go,
shooting will begin in late 2018 or in early 2019. Because
Tunnel is such a well-crafted work, it appears that the Hindi
adaptation will more or less follow the same narrative path as
the original. However, minor changes will be made to ensure
that the film fits Indian sensibilities.
Kross Pictures is simultaneously developing several remake
projects including Korean blockbusters such as Miracle in
Cell No. 7 (2013), Miss Granny (2014) and Dancing Queen
(2012). The fact that CJ ENM decided to sell the Indian
remake rights for Miss Granny to Kross Pictures, a film
that CJ ENM has successfully remade in seven countries,
the most recent of which was the Philippines, is evidence of
the company’s influence in the Indian market. Many believe
that the remake of Fine Work’s mega-hit Miracle in Cell No.
7 — a tearjerker that portrays the love between father and
daughter — will resonate with Indian audiences in a big
way. According to Kross Pictures’ Thomas KIM, the Hindi
remakes of other films are proceeding according to schedule,
as the CEO has stated, “Umesh Shukla, who will be directing
the remake of Tunnel , has agreed to also helm the adaptation
of Miracle in Cell No. 7. The final touches are being made to

Rocky Handsome

the scenario and most of the cast has been signed. Filming
will likely begin in early spring of next year. The plot will
not require major changes because the cultures of India and
Korea share many similarities (parent-children relations).
Miss Granny will begin shooting at the end of the year, and
work on Blind (2011) will start in the spring.”
The Indian remakes Kross Pictures is currently developing
will be co-produced, though the nature of these partnerships
may differ according to the project. KIM explains, “Even
though we prefer to play an active role, if an Indian star joins
the project, our Indian counterparts assume a greater role.
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Otherwise, we can’t get them to sign on. Plus, there are so
many projects going on that we can’t be deeply involved in all
of them. We aren’t a major studio. Half of the work, we do it
ourselves, the other half are co-productions. We are flexible in
our approach.”

Finding Intellectual Properties that resonate with the
Indian public
It has been less than five years since Kross Pictures set up
its Indian office, but the production company has been able to
quickly make inroads into the Indian market because it has
pursued established IPs. Realistically, it is highly unlikely
that a scenario not made into a film in Korea will succeed in
India. India is overflowing with unused movie scenarios as
well. Kross Pictures is able to remain competitive because
of the appeal of its IPs. In other words, the key to their
success lies in the ability of the staff to select IPs that will
thrive in the local market. KIM is proud of the fact that
his staff is multilingual and multicultural, which enables
them to accurately identify films with universal appeal.
When selecting projects to remake, Kross Pictures takes full
advantage of their local staff and their Indian team. The
work is thoroughly tested to ascertain that their content
will resonate with an Indian audience and that they will
find the films entertaining. The company will pre-select 100
Korean movies, show them to their team, and hold a meeting
to verify which movies they enjoyed, and what they liked
about them. One out of ten make the cut. The Indian movie
industry responds positively to these projects because they
have been chosen by an Indian staff. Efforts to incorporate
the opinions of its Indian staff are central to ensuring the
success of co-productions in India. Afterwards, an executive
producer and overseas team begin developing the scenario
for the remake. Once the director has selected his staff and
Kross Pictures has invested in the film, the co-production
is well on its way. Kross Pictures takes these extra steps
because they learned first-hand that otherwise they will not
be taken seriously. Foreign production companies have been
criticized for claiming to be co-producing a film when, in fact,
all they were doing was selling the remake rights to their
IPs. Having been the subject of such criticism early on has
led Kross Pictures to evolve into an organization that actively
partakes in the entire production process.
Kross Pictures exudes confidence as the firm is busy
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TE3N

obtaining adaptation rights while simultaneously producing
multiple films at once, but there were many hurdles it had
to clear when the company first entered the Indian market.
The inadequate enforcement of copyright laws was especially
problematic. It was not uncommon to see Korean films being
plagiarized, so the first step was to prevent other firms from
infringing on their IP rights. In 2016, when a plagiarized
version of Miracle in Cell No. 7 was screened, Kross Pictures
took the matter to court, won, and successfully had the
movie banned from theaters. This power move was reported
on by the local media. Thus, Kross Pictures was able to kill
two birds with one stone: it raised public awareness about
the dangers of infringing on the company’s IP rights while
highlighting the value of original Korean works.

Long-term Goals for the Indian Movie Market
FineWorks, the production company behind the Hollywood
remake of Manhole (2014), is also seeking to advance into
the Indian market. The company’s CEO, KIM Min-gi, has

made plans to move the business overseas because it is
becoming increasingly difficult to succeed in the highly
competitive Korean market. He has been in contact with
Indian production companies and it seems that Miracle
in Cell No. 7 could be the goose that lays the golden egg.
Negotiations regarding the Turkish remake of the film are
underway, and there are companies from other countries
that have contacted him as well, which has had a positive
impact on the situation in India. It is too early to begin
talks about titles or plans, but traditionally Fine Works has
worked on films about human-animal relations or heartwarming family films, such as Heart Is (2006) or Champ
(2011), and many expect that such works will be welcomed
by viewers in India. FineWorks’ Producer KIM Eun-kyu,
who is in charge of remakes in Hollywood, remarks, “Rather
than entering the Indian market with our IPs and expecting
immediate results, our approach is to first better acquaint
ourselves with the local system. We first conducted research
by visiting India to seek out the best way to enter the market.
We are now systematizing the knowhow we acquired. Our
goal is to be well prepared when we set out to co-produce
with local companies.” He adds, “If this proves to be a viable
undertaking, we will set up a local production company, hire
local directors and writers, and ultimately produce Indian
movies. Not just remakes but original films that are planned
and produced locally. We are more concerned with finding
solid footing in the market and producing quality works than
immediately turning a profit.” In other words, they are in it
for the long haul. Despite the bumps on the road, they remain
positive. “We have experience co-producing with our partners
from around the world. The front runners will have a huge
impact on how well second movers do in the Indian market.
In China, ties with the local companies have been severed
because all everyone was interested in was the money. Even
when companies did not have a sufficient budget, there
were instances where companies decided to press forward to
complete a project. Because of this, companies made decisions
for business reasons rather than movie reasons. I hope Kross
Pictures, the first Korean company to enter the Indian
market, does a good job. I am really rooting for them.”
Kross Pictures CEO Thomas KIM also believes that the
Indian market holds the potential to be a place where Korean
moviemakers stage their work. “India has a population of
1.3 billion people and a tremendous movie industry. Due
to a lack of alternative forms of entertainment, the movie
industry is dominant. However, although the movie industry

Miracle in Cell No. 7

Tunnel

might be larger, the per capita GDP of India is around six
percent of Korea’s. This is roughly the level of China in the
1980s, but in the middle to long-term there can be little
doubt that the Indian market has the potential to grow in
terms of scale and profitability. Rather than hoping for shortterm results, we have our eyes set on the future, at least five
years from now. We want to grow in pace with India. It is
a reasonable bet if you have the right middle to long-term
plan in place. Censorship is strict in both India and China.
Sexual or violent content is edited out. A difference, though,
is that in India there is much more room for social or political
commentary. I remember things being similar in Korea
in the late 80s and early 90s.” KIM’s comments show how
excited he is about the future. He also has some advice for
companies hoping to climb on the bandwagon: “It is essential
that you set up a local team in India. Conflict between the
governments of India and Korea, as we saw with China,
could cause serious problems, so it is important to start off
well-informed.”
Attention and interest in Korean movies and other forms
of cultural content is at an all-time high in India. Whether
or not this leads to an enduring partnership depends on if
these expectations are realized and Korean productions are
able to create works that appeal to the Indian public. In the
coming years, local films produced by Kross Pictures will be
seen as the blueprint for success, as these works bridge the
movie industries of the two countries. Kross Pictures and
FineWorks have set out on an epic journey, as these pioneers
seek to co-produce films in a faraway land. All eyes will be
on them. Their mission could decide the future of the Korean
film industry.
by Jeon Jonghyuk (Film Journalist)
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

The Strength of the Ordinary

LEE Sung Min
The Spy Gone North (2018) and The Witness (2018) were
released in theaters one week apart from each other this
summer. Actor LEE Sung Min, who features in both films, is
the man of the hour. In The Spy Gone North , LEE plays RI
Myong-un, the Director of North Korea’s External Economic
Council, who manages the country’s foreign currency
reserves in China. As a member of the highest echelons of the
North Korean government, RI is a highly trained strategist
who wears a poker face and masters the art of masking his
true intentions. Thanks to the narrative structure of the
story, the audience is presuaded to focus on the thoughts
and actions of the South Korean spy, code-named Black
Venus (played by HWANG Jung-min), who pretends to be a
businessman interested in working with North Korea. Due
to the distance established between the viewer and RI, the
audience can only pick up clues that seem to indicate what
the character’s hidden agenda might be. LEE’s calm and clear
voice strikes the perfect balance between overtly menacing
and affably reassuring, allowing the actor to subtly hint at
the inner workings of RI’s veiled mind. A devoted patriot, RI
is convinced that change must come for his nation to survive.
Ironically, it is that love that limits him to restricted ways of
reform, as radical change would threaten the survival of his
homeland. This is why the character never seems at peace.
And this is a common thread linking LEE Sung Min’s RI
with other characters the actor has played in different movies
and dramas.
In the TV series Golden Time (2012), LEE plays CHOI Inhyuk, a doctor who wrestles with his responsibilities as a
medical practitioner. In Misaeng: Incomplete Life (2014), he
plays OH Sang-sik, a middle-level manager who grapples
with how to maintain humane relationships within an
institutional context. In Kundo: Age of Rampant (2014), LEE
takes on the role of Daeho, the leader of the Mt. Jiri Chuseol
clan, a man willing to sacrifice himself for the greater good.
LEE never plays the trailblazer and his characters do not
attempt to tear down existing traditions and practices.
Instead, LEE is especially adept at portraying individuals
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who try to stay true to their values while choosing their
battles wisely. Compared to RI Myong-un in The Spy Gone
North , the middle-aged Sang-hoon who LEE plays in The
Witness is an average Joe. He witnesses a murder taking
place in the middle of his apartment complex's courtyard
but afraid that the murderer will come after his own family,
he does not report the crime to the police and finds himself
in danger instead. The success of The Witness as a thriller
genre movie stems from the fact that the film is not content
with simply holding Sang-hoon up to scorn but rather uses
the character as a mirror that reflects our own selfishness.
It is at this point that the actor LEE Sung Min truly shines.
LEE expertly draws Sang-hoon while he undergoes this
transformation and as the story unfolds. He dons the amiable
mask of an ordinary person at first, but is soon overwhelmed
with fear and takes on the look of a man crazed by the need
for self-preservation. Even then however, Sang-hoon is last
shown shedding tears of regret, a way to show he is not
beyond redemption. LEE delivers a stellar performance as he
plays to perfection a down-to-earth man whose life has been
turned upside down when evil came lurking at his doorstep,
often to dramatic effect. Only an actor with the skills to
breathe strength into the ordinary could take on such a role.
Luckily, this is where LEE hangs his artist’s hat.
by JEONG Ji-hye (Film Critic) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

